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I. Introduction: "How Can There Be Names For What Does Not Exist?"
We need to understand what it means to be heterosexual as well as
homosexual, and that our sexualities affect whether we live or die.(1)
It’s useful to figure out the responses we have to lesbian-baiting. We have
to understand lesbian- baiting as a "standard weapon" used against
women. We have to articulate why this should matter to everyone in the
women’s movement, why we can’t just say, "OK: let’s cut our losses."(2)
A. The target: Women’s organizing, women’s bodies
First, three stories.
In Kenya in 1995, women’s rights activists returned from the Fourth UN
World Conference on Women, in Beijing, with new strategies and a new
spirit of solidarity. Kenya has a history of vibrant feminist organizing, and a
strong contingent of women attended the conference as NGO
representatives and government delegates. Many had been addressing
issues of sexuality–including not only reproductive rights but bodily integrity
and alternative relationships–in their local work for years. To see these
issues taken up on an international scale was exhilarating to some; to
others, it created "an external sense of pressure," proposing a language
perhaps not wholly applicable to local conditions.(3) On their return,
however, all found that stereotypes about what had gone on in Beijing
were already starting to enshroud their work.
During the conference, the Kenyan media focused its attention on a
lesbian presence in Beijing, including a march of lesbian delegates at the
conference. Articles also singled out and identified Kenyans who were
present in Beijing, suggesting they were lesbians, in what some saw as a
threat. (The threat was not idle. Article 162 of the Kenyan penal code, in a
provision surviving from British colonial law, punishes "carnal knowledge . . .
against the order of nature" with fourteen years’ imprisonment.)
Such provocations continued. The conference was hardly over when
Kenyan President Daniel arap Moi asked, in effect, what Kenyan

attendees had been doing at a gigantic gathering for lesbians. A
newspaper article headlined "Moi says no to ‘unAfrican’ sins" recounted
that "The Government rejects the immoral culture of homosexuality and
lesbianism raised during the Beijing women’s conference." "We Kenyans
have rejected resolutions made in Beijing," Moi was quoted as declaring.
"Words like lesbianism and homosexuality do not exist in African
languages."(4)
After thus naming the unnameable–writing lesbians tentatively into the
script, only to write them summarily out again–Moi let the issue lie for some
time. In 1997, however, a new controversy about lesbianism consumed
the Kenyan press. In what was billed as a "lesbian syndicate," three
women were publicly accused of running a "lesbian sex ring" in Kenyan
secondary schools. The three women were employees of the United
Nations Environment Program; one of the three was Kenyan, and was
named as the ex-wife of a cabinet minister. The other two were labeled as
"European" in press articles. The link between perversion and the lesbianinfested UN was stressed. According to an article titled "UN Link in Lesbian
Sex Ring," the three were accused of "supplying free hard drugs to
[female] secondary school children before luring them into the
syndicate."(5)
A storm of sensational headlines filled newspapers. "Arrest This Sex Pest!"
one demanded, noting that a Ministry of Education official called for
"action on top lesbian syndicate ‘godmother.’" Others read: "Ex-minister’s
former wife supplies students for ‘love’ with elderly women: Schoolgirls in
Lesbian Sex Trap,"(6) "Jane, 16, tells of drugs, orgies," and "Act on this sex
scandal." The articles referred to "shocked Kenyans" and "bizarre
homosexual escapades," as well as the "fact" that a District Officer had
"confirmed the practice [of lesbianism] indeed is taking root in many
schools at an alarming rate."(7)
The director of Kenya’s Criminal Investigation Department ultimately
claimed in a press release that "anonymous letters were being circulated
within UNO offices" accusing one of the three employees of
"involvemment in lesbianism, drug abuse, and other immoralities . . . her
life was threatened through anonymous telephone calls."(8) The press
release also stated that the police had found no substance to the
allegations, and that the young girl said to have made the initial charges
about the syndicate now denied the story.
The campaign may have been an attempt to discredit a party rival of
Moi; it also offered a convenient opportunity to attack the United Nations
and its programs. (Press reports indicate that several UN employees were

forced to leave the country.) It set a pattern for further campaigns: later
that year churches launched demonstrations against a proposal for sex
education in public schools, with one bishop warning that the curriculum
"would be a prelude to legalizing abortion, homosexuality, and
lesbianism."(9) One result was certain, however. Although a debate
began over lesbian sexualities, this took place from the beginning in terms
of sensation, crime, and lurid rumor. Lesbians were stigmatized as tools of
foreigners and as threats to children. The immediate effect of the baiting
was to "shut down all space for lesbian organizing."(10)
In Tunisia, in early 1998, the government-controlled press began a
sustained attack on an independent women’s organization. On February
25, a series of articles and caricatures appeared in Al Hadath newspaper
maligning the Association Tunisienne Des Femmes Democrates (Tunisian
Association of Democratic Women, or ATFD) and its members.(11)
Photographs of six prominent Tunisian feminists were reprinted; "Why aren’t
these women married?" one author asked of ATFD members. Cartoons
depicted two men in conversation about two Tunisian women–"old
democratic women"--whom they link with American lesbians:
"Supposedly, women in America marry one another, and now there is an
association in our country that supports this idea."(12)
ATFD immediately recognized the articles as an attack by the
government, aimed at associating the organizations with values and
identities much of the public might find intolerable. The Tunisian
government has a history of accusing prominent women of lesbianism or
prostitution.(13) Reportedly these accusations have extended to
doctoring photographs of women to show them in sexual situations;
police have shown such photographs to women’s children, or the
press.(14) The effects involve not just reputations, but, potentially, the law.
Tunisia’s penal code which criminalizes same-sex intimacy applies to
women as well.(15)
In response, the board of ATFD drew up a declaration which was sent not
only to Al Hadath, but also to all the organization’s members. ATFD hoped
that drawing attention to the attacks would create sympathy and build
alliances among women, other endangered civil-society groups, and the
Tunisian public.
The declaration asserted that, as a network of Arab feminists in nongovernmental organizations, ATFD sought a democratic society based on
separation of religion from the state, and that this separation was a
condition for realizing equality between women and men. It challenged
the media to engage in responsible reporting. It defended the inalienable

right to free association and the right to form international, national and
regional alliances. It opposed reactionary and patriarchal discourses used
to exclude women from public space. It affirmed that women must be
able to express themselves freely in order to enjoy equality, and effective
citizenship in a democratic society.
The declaration did not directly address the accusation of lesbianism. But
it affirmed that the rights of women must rest on respect for women’s
expression, difference, plurality and personal integrity, in order for women
to be able to participate in autonomous activities and associations within
society.(16) It was within these notions of difference and plurality that
ATFD could allude to sexuality, even if only covertly.
ATFD’s declaration was not presented in the Tunisian press, even after the
board of the organization filed an official complaint with the paper. In
fact, the primary response the declaration elicited was additional
attacks.(17) Al Hadath’s "campaign of insults" continued: On March 11, in
an article entitled "The Intellectual Opportunism in the Thoughts of These
Libertine Women," women from ATFD were accused of hating men,
wanting to create a society of women and for women "and all that this
entails regarding relations," and undermining religion, culture and social
values in the Tunisian state. Insulting cartoons accompanied this article,
one alluding to women’s right to divorce: "My daughter married five times
in order to find a husband who can understand her!"(18) On March 18,
1998, another article maligning ATFD appeared.
Media attention moved hand in glove with official observation. ATFD has
asserted that police harassment and surveillance of their office, as well as
of individual members, have increased during and after the media
attacks. ATFD’s independence from the government–its refusal to commit
itself to Tunisia’s program of "state feminism"–leaves its tenuous organizing
activities vulnerable to the accusation of deviance, and to the everpresent threat of a police crackdown.
Finally, in the United States in March 2000, the 44th session of the UN
Commission on the Status of Women was held in New York. It was
attended by hundreds of women, including a small caucus of open
lesbians, as well as numerous representatives of conservative and antifeminist organizations, both women and men. On March 10 at about five
in the evening, in the conference venue, six or seven young men
encircled Lisa Clarke, a women’s human rights advocate from an NGO in
the US. According to Clarke, "They said they ‘wanted to pray for the
dignity of my soul.’" She asked why. Their response was that "I was there to
promote the killing of babies." "I said, ‘Actually, no, I’m here to protect

life.’" Clarke recalls that the exchange continued, as the men remained in
a circle around her. "They said they were there to protect the dignity of
human beings." Clarke affirmed that she was there for the same purpose,
and cited the Universal Declaration of Human Rights–"to support the idea
that human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. I’m here
for that reason, for women’s rights. . . .They again said, ‘We’re here to
prevent babies being killed.’" Clarke offered one additional suggestion
before finally breaking out of the circle that had surrounded her: "I’d
suggest you look at these documents before you lobby delegates;
ignorance isn’t going to get you very far …"(19)
Clarke believes she was targeted for this attempt at intimidation, oddly
coupled with salvation, because of her association with the human rights
caucus, and with caucus members known to support sexual rights and
lesbian rights as part of a human rights agenda. "I think the fact that I was
younger and because I was on my own definitely made them think they
had a chance either to scare me, or to change my mind." She says of the
experience:
At the time it made me ill. I got sick immediately after. It did distract from
my work for a couple of days. At the time I took it as an issue of defeat. I
felt "out-organized" — it was a combination of the whole environment, the
work on the document, coupled with what was going on with the Right,
and then this personal attack. But in retrospect I see it as a reflection of
women’s strength. The fact that the Right has had to come in and do this
to try to regain ground they’ve lost is a testament to the advancement of
women. I see it more that way now - it’s not a tool of paralysis, it’s not
about our defeat. It’s about our success.
These are three stories. They come from three regions of the world. They
involve radically different levels of danger. Two cases entail direct and
only thinly veiled threats to women’s political freedoms, one including a
criminal investigation; the third describes a slightly surreal confrontation,
the kind many women activists might testify to having undergone. Yet
they point to the same theme. In each case, women have been
stigmatized, threatened, and intimidated–have lost their power to move
about, either literally in a room or in the wider sociopolitical
sphere–because they are seen as speaking out about sexuality. More
than name-calling has taken place. The effect has been a challenge to
freedom, whether momentary or lasting, a deprivation of the basic rights
to organize and to express oneself. And even the names that have been
used have weight–not least because (as in Kenya and Tunisia) they often
ominously echo terms used in the criminal code.

These stories testify to the opposition roused when women claim rights,
and control, over their own sexualities.
When women do so, they come face to face with the state. States have a
vested interest in asserting, and exerting, power over women’s sexuality.
The means by which they do so are various, and human rights defenders
have documented a range of them. In Turkey, the state subjects women
to forced examinations of their virginity–an intrusive interrogation of their
"virtue."(20) In the United States, women sex workers are often harassed or
assaulted by police.(21) In Poland, the state denies women legal access
to abortion–in effect, nationalizing women’s wombs, in the name of pronatalist and religious principles . These are only examples from the arsenal
of means by which governments declare women’s bodies a legitimate
object of power.
Women’s sexuality is regulated in societies and cultures all over the world.
Yet the state is only one social actor which engages in such regulation. In
many societies, it is a relative latecomer to the field. Claims to control over
women’s bodies can come--in any given society–from a range of places
and institutions. Religions may enforce precepts which disproportionately
limit women’s freedoms. The media may employ its power to dictate both
desired and stigmatized images, and behaviors, for women. (In many
countries, the media profits by selling representations of sexuality: it has a
distinct interest in enforcing the preferred representations.) Finally, families,
kinship networks, and relationships in the so-called "private" sphere have
pride of place in delineating women’s roles and determining where
freedom ends and compulsion begins. And all these actors may in fact
work in partnership with, or as part of, state power in maintaining systems
of control.
The result is a wide range of rules and punishments. In some cultures,
women can be stoned to death, as a legal penalty, for having sex outside
marriage; in many cultures, men are rewarded for the same behavior.
States can demand involuntary medical examinations for women in a
range of conditions; husbands and boyfriends can demand "dry sex" from
women with whom they have sex — whether that sex is consensual or
not.(22) Women often are the targets of systemic rape and forced
pregnancy in times of war; they are also the targets of the same practices
within communities and families, in times of "peace." Women have been
made to undergo psychiatric institutionalization and medical treatment
when their sexual desire is deemed "deviant" or "immoral" by state,
medical or religious authorities, or when they show "too much" or "not
enough" interest in sex. Women’s bodies have been cut, pierced, sewn
and otherwise mutilated in the name of culture; their bodies have been

altered, their natural states seen as not natural enough, to facilitate male
desire and cultural validation.
In many communities, women have too little power to say "no" to
unwanted sex or to say "yes" to sex that is wanted. In many communities,
women have too little power to determine when, with whom and how
often to have sexual relationships. They may be antagonized and
vulnerable to violent attacks if they suggest that male sexual partners use
condoms in order to prevent pregnancy or HIV transmission. And they are
often antagonized and vulnerable to violent attacks if they choose to
have sex — or fall in love -- with other women.
That women are made vulnerable by their sexualities, and that women
living non-heterosexual lives are particularly vulnerable, is an obvious fact.
Yet to articulate it still takes courage. The UN Special Rapporteur on
Violence Against Women, Radhika Coomaraswamy, observes that
communities "police" the behaviour of their female members. A woman
who is perceived to be acting in a manner deemed to be sexually
inappropriate by communal standards is liable to be punished . . . In most
communities, the option available to women for sexual activity is confined
to marriage with a man from the same community. Women who choose
options which are disapproved of by the community, whether to have a
sexual relationship with a man in a non-marital relationship, to have such
a relationship outside of ethnic, religious or class communities, or to live
out their sexuality in ways other than heterosexuality, are often subjected
to violence and degrading treatment. . . Women, "unprotected" by a
marriage union with a man, are vulnerable members of the community,
often marginalized in community social practices and the victims of social
ostracism and abuse.(23)
Such assaults and abuses must surely be seen as human rights violations.
And yet the struggle to name them as such has been a long one, and not
easy. Not least of the problems has been the slippery and complex
relationship identified above–between the state and the manifold other
players in the game of controlling women’s bodies. "Human rights" is a
powerful instrument which has traditionally been used primarily to restrain
states from abuses. But in addressing violations of women’s rights,
responsibility often proves difficult to pin down: the direct role of the state
in enforcing inequality or codifying maltreatment must be weighed
against the powerful but less quantifiable influence of religion, culture, or
ideology, the pervasive impact of the press, and the ubiquity of so-called
"private" violence, among other factors.

Women, therefore, have joined with others (including advocates for
economic rights, and activists combatting "death squads" or "social
cleansing") in challenging human rights frameworks to expand how they
understand states’ obligations. Governments must not simply refrain from
engaging in abuses. They must strive actively to create societies in which
equality and diversity have real meaning, by eliminating all
barriers–whether "public" or "private"–which prevent people from fully
enjoying their freedoms.
Within the last decade, women’s human rights advocates have laid a
strong foundation for the critique of practices targeted at women’s
bodies and women’s sexuality, through advocacy using UN human rights
instruments, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW) . This foundation, has, at its roots, feminist
advocacy across regions and topics: women throughout the world have
affirmed that they possess basic social, economic, cultural, civil and
political rights, in order to combat violence, and to promote peace,
development, equality, equity, and political participation. At the core of
this work, clearly, has been the knowledge that the human rights of
women, and of all people, are universal, indivisible and interdependent.
At the core of this work, too, has been the knowledge that rights
imply–require–bodies. Essential to all the freedoms that human beings
enjoy is the right to bodily integrity: a freedom to inhabit and to control
one’s body, to claim an experience of it immune to the instructions of the
state or other institutions. Without some such concept at their center,
human rights become the property of ghosts, no longer a tangible
condition for the existences of living beings.
Addressing and understanding the human rights of women, therefore, has
involved saying that women have a legitimate interest in their own
bodies–prior to and superior to the interest that state, religion, or family
may take in those bodies. This statement is simple, straightforward, and
immensely controversial. It is necessarily a universal claim: if it means
anything, it must be valid for all people. Yet its application to women
evokes outrage and anger. Partly this is because to inhabit one’s body
securely is also to claim the right to enjoy it. The concept of sexual
autonomy grows naturally from that of bodily integrity; it involves asserting
the freedom of consensual pleasure, imagination, and desire. And
because women’s sexuality is an object of particularly acute anxiety

(personal, moral, and political) and control, the notion of "sexual rights"
has become particularly charged.
This report shows how, for many activists and organizations, advocating
for "sexual rights" has become a dangerous proposition. It illustrates how
the combined forces which conspire, in society after society, to regulate
women’s sexuality, lash out at any attempt to challenge or question that
control. It shows a prevalent tactic by which such challenges are turned
back against the organizing efforts of those who make them: women are
stigmatized, and sexualized, as "deviant" whenever they organize as
women. They are accused of perversion whenever they bring women’s
issues into the public sphere. They can be called immoral whenever they
foreground sexuality in their work and organizing. And this report shows
some of the ways in which feminist activists have responded.
First, though, it is necessary to consider the issues which elicit such anxiety
and stimulate such anger. What are "sexual rights": a "special" body of
rights, or a consistent outgrowth of–indeed, a foundation for–existing and
recognized rights protections?
B. Sexual rights
In many countries and communities, still, to speak openly of women’s right
to varied sexual pleasures is to invite the closing down of your
organization, ostracization of its members, verbal and physical attack,
and even death. The spiral of resistance is still, as always, constrained by
power; and these power dynamics are reproduced in the souls of all of us,
however radical our vision. In this political context, to begin to speak of
sexual rights, even tentatively, is a big step.(24)
[C]ontrol over reproduction and sexuality is an essential element of
human dignity. It therefore has intrinsic — and not merely instrumental —
value. Although control over reproduction and sexuality is certainly an
essential precondition for women’s ability to exercise other rights and to
fulfill other basic needs, it is also a worthy and valuable end in its own
right, and not merely a means to reach other ends.(25)
If the attainment of the highest quality of life is a fundamental right, then
no woman or girl should be compelled to compromise her sexual rights so
that she can exercise her other rights as a member of a community or a
citizen of a state. Women’s human rights advocates internationally need
to make a powerful argument for sexual rights on the basis of existing
human rights instruments. If this struggle is to merit legitimacy equal to
other intiatives for . . . rights for women, then it requires the explicit

articulation of sexual rights without masking these rights with other
language or subordinating them to other conditionalities.(26)
The human rights of women include their right to have control over and
decide freely and responsibly on matters related to their sexuality,
including sexual and reproductive health, free of coercion, discrimination
and violence. Equal relationships between women and men in matters of
sexual relations and reproduction, including full respect for the integrity of
the person, require mutual respect, consent and shared responsibility for
sexual behaviour and its consequences.(27)
The concept of sexual rights has always been part of the struggle for
women’s rights, though voiced in different terms and contexts. Ways of
thinking about women’s sexuality have grown out of decades of women
sharing experiences around the world. "Sexual rights" as a discourse and a
basis for political advocacy is rooted, therefore, in a wide diversity of local
conditions and local needs. Activists in almost every country have put
issues of sexuality–whether of reproductive freedom, rights within and
outside of marriage, or lesbian sexuality and lesbian rights–on the political
agenda.(28)
However, sexual rights discourse as we now know it has gained significant
visibility and support at the international level in the last decade. Two
United Nations world conferences–the Cairo International Conference on
Population and Development in 1994, and the Beijing Fourth World
Conference on Women in 1995–were particularly important to this
developing conversation. Partly this was because of the publicity the
conferences generated: positions espoused there had resonances, and
results, worldwide. The sheer conviviality and intellectual interchange
generated by the face-to-face presence of thousands of activists also
stimulated both commonality and debate.
The conferences themselves, though, built on several decades of
international women’s organizing, as well as on previous World
Conferences on Women, notably in Mexico City in 1975, Copenhagen in
1980, and Nairobi in 1985. Lesbians, moreover, have been an important
part of these discussions from the beginning. As Charlotte Bunch and
Claudia Hinojosa have observed, international meetings–and
international feminist organizing–"provided a focus on women worldwide
and expanded the public space in which feminist groups could work, as
well as sponsored events where women developed international contacts
and political savvy . . . [W]omen’s movements in almost every region have
been fearful of lesbianism, yet feminism has provided both the ideological

and organizational context for lesbians to become more visible and to
challenge homophobia."(29)
For all the constituences which have contributed to it, though, the
common impetus for speaking of "sexual rights" has been a need to speak
out against the way that sexuality–particularly women’s sexuality–is
controlled by states and by other actors.(30)
Although nuances differ in definitions of sexuality and sexual rights, the
latter term takes its meaning and its relevance in large part from recent
rights advocacy on "gender." Women’s struggles for human rights can be
directly linked to their struggles for rights related to their sexuality; indeed,
some argue that without a foundation of women’s autonomy in decisionmaking regarding their bodies and their sexuality, women’s human rights
cannot be fully realized.(31)
Reproduction has been a particular focus of advocacy on the human
rights of women, given the frequency with which women are forced into
reproductive roles and denied control over reproduction. The concept of
sexual rights, however, serves in part as a way of recognizing that issues of
sexuality cannot be confined only to issues of reproductive freedom.
Control of reproduction (and compulsory reproduction) has long served
as a way to control sexuality. But free enjoyment of sexuality means,
among other things, understanding that not all sexuality falls under the
umbrella of reproductive behavior.
Sexual rights, then, invite a recognition of the various ways that societies
control bodies and their behaviors–both accepted and so-called
"deviant" behaviors. Some examples of the regulation of sexualities have
been given above. They are not exhaustive. "Sodomy laws" which
incriminate consensual homosexual behaviors--usually though not
uniformly directed at men–constitute another; so do forced medical and
psychiatric "treatment" for lesbians and gay men, bride burning, denial of
access to contraception and abortion, forced sterilization, and policies
which provide social security and other benefits as a reward for increased
or decreased fertility. Sexual rights offer a way of seeing these as
conceptually linked strategies of bodily control.
Sexual rights are often interpreted as "negative" rights, limitations on state
power, connected to the rights of people to be free from violence,
coercion, and discrimination. Yet some advocates have begun to
articulate a framework of sexual rights that allows for positive claims,
including a right to broader sexual freedom or a right to sexual expression
and pleasure.(32)

Indeed, to advocate effectively against such interlinked strategies of
control would appear to require a positive assertion as well as a negative
one–a "right to," not simply a "right against," a substantive freedom to be
embraced rather than a mere privacy to be protected. Sexual rights
principles can be grounded, therefore, in postulating that each human
being has a right to experience her sexuality freely, fully, and consensually,
in herself and with other adults-- with a definition of "sexuality" not as a
static identity but as a realm of experience potentially encompassing
sexual orientation, gender identity and sexual identity, desire, pleasure,
and sexual practices. Together, all of these constructs make up a basic
part of a person’s self. They are basic, one might say, in the way that
conscience and belief are recognized by all rights advocates as deep
and inviolable categories of selfhood: potentially malleable indeed under
the pressure of persuasion or force, they still represent a central aspect of
the person, a valued core of identity and personality which no one should
be compelled to change or to conceal.(33)
Health, Empowerment, Rights and Accountability (HERA), an international
group of women’s health advocates, argues that "Gender equality . . .
cannot be achieved without sexual rights, and vice versa. Respect for
sexual rights as human rights provides the basis for the elimination of
violence against women, which violates, impairs or nullifies girls’ and
women’s fundamental freedoms, leaving them at risk of genital mutilation,
sexual harassment and abuse, rape, prostitution, domestic battering and
sexual slavery."(34) HERA further contends, though, that sexual rights entail
more than gender equality. In HERA’s definition, "Sexual rights are a
fundamental element of human rights. Sexual rights include the right to
liberty and autonomy in the responsible exercise of sexuality. They
encompass the right to experience a pleasurable sexuality, which is
essential in and of itself and, at the same time, is a fundamental vehicle of
communication and love between people."(35)
The HERA network suggests that sexual rights include:
*
The right to happiness, dreams and fantasies
*
The right to explore one’s sexuality free from fear, shame, guilt, false
beliefs and other impediments to the free expression of one’s desires
*
The right to live one’s sexuality free from violence, discrimination
and coercion, within a framework of relationships based on equality,
respect and justice
*
The right to choose one’s sexual partners without discrimination
*
The right to full respect for the integrity of the body

*
The right to choose to be sexually active or not, including the right
to have sex that is consensual and to enter into marriage with the full and
free consent of both people
*
The right to be free and autonomous in expressing one’s sexual
orientation
*
The right to express sexuality independent of reproduction
*
The right to sexual health, which requires access to the full range of
sexuality and sexual health information, education and confidential
services of the highest possible quality
*
The right to insist on and practice safe sex for the prevention of
unwanted pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases, including
HIV/AIDS
This list is only one organization’s attempt to articulate the potential
richness of "sexual rights." Other advocates and activists might add
possibilities. Yet it is worth noting that all the points above can be derived
from the provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the basic
document underlying the modern system of rights protections.
Article 25 of the UDHR–guaranteeing "the right to a standard of living
adequate for . . . health and well-being"–can be interpreted to entail the
right to sexual health; the right to education "directed at the full
development of the human personality," protected in Article 26, includes
the right to information on sexuality, on safe sex, and on sexual health. The
"right to freedom of opinion and expression," including "freedom to hold
opinions without interference and to seek, receive, and impart information
through any media and regardless of frontiers," stipulated in Article 18,
protects the rights to express sexuality and sexual orientation. Article 16-protecting "the right to marry and found a family," and emphasizing "free
and full consent" in family life as well as the protection due families by
"society and the State"–can and should be read to mandate respect for
families and relationships in all their diversity of forms.(36) Protections
against discrimination are at the core of human rights; the right to choice
of partners without resultant discrimination, and the right to equality,
respect and justice, are affirmed by Article 7 of the UDHR, which states
that "All are equal before the law . . . All are entitled to equal protection in
violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such
discrimination." Protections against torture, and affirmations of the right to
"life, liberty and security of person" (Articles 3 and 4) encompass the right
to respect for bodily integrity. And the rights to happiness, to desire, and
to the exploration of sexuality free from shame and fear are constituents
of the promise in Article 28, that "Everyone is entitled to a social and
international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this
Declaration may be fully realized." They may be taken, too, as natural

elements of the essential idea of dignity: not only consequent upon but
contained within the initial proclamation of the Declaration, that "All
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights."
The language of sexual rights may sometimes be novel. Its conceptual
foundations are not. They grow out of the understood and shared
framework of human rights which are universal and indivisible. They try,
however, to apply that framework to the body, its often muted or
neglected needs and concerns. In so doing, they strive to make those
protections still more universally meaningful, grounded in the physical lives
that are the condition of our being human.
C. Basics of baiting : Internationalizing intolerance
Women’s rights advocates have begun an effort to write sexuality and the
body into the human rights agenda: to interpret covenants and expand
protections so as to recognize and accommodate these issues. The
response has been an ever more forceful effort on their opponents’ parts
to write sexuality out, to white out the offending words and silence the
dissenting voices.
The paradox is that sexuality itself is used as a tool to close down
discussions of sexuality. Women who raise issues of sexuality are attacked
and stigmatized for their sexuality. The effect is to render sexuality both a
persistently forbidden subject, and a sensational and omnipresent threat.
By one common rhetorical tactic, any discussion of "gender," feminism, or
"sexual rights" is taken to refer to "deviant" sexualities, or assumed to be
"promoting homosexuality." This has long been a staple of anti-feminist
attacks. It has gained force by exploiting fears in recent years, as lesbian
and gay organizing grows more visible around the globe. The effects are
double: such attacks reduce the definition of "gender," and the scope of
sexualities, to a single issue within the spectrum; and they exploit, and give
added strength to, the stigma attached to homosexuality.
Sexuality thus becomes a tool and a weapon used by a range of actors
to control women’s bodily integrity, as well as to hamper women’s
political participation, mobility, and freedoms of association and
expression — all of which are protected as human rights by international
law.
"Sexuality-baiting" and "lesbian-baiting," as the terms are used within this
report, are the practices of strategically using ideas, or prejudices, about
women’s sexuality to intimidate, humiliate, embarrass or stifle the

expression of women. This report will show how they are used specifically
to discourage women from organizing around, or addressing, issues of
sexuality–including accepted as well as marginal or vulnerable
sexualities–and often to discourage women’s assertion of control or
independence in other areas as well.
These tactics confront women with an uncomfortable dilemma. Feminist
activists must shed or respond to the "negative" image with which they are
being imbued, but must also reject the negativity of the label itself. They
are faced with the task not so much of answering the accusation, but of
taking its power away. How can individual women or women’s
organizations defend themselves, not by denying a name, and thereby
potentially validating the insult associated with it, but by challenging the
purpose of the labeling? If heterosexually-identified women working for a
reproductive-rights organization, for instance, are labeled "radical lesbian
militants," how can they be strong enough in a hostile social climate to say
in response, "What difference does it make if we are?"
The modes and effects of baiting vary widely. A few general themes can
be observed, however.
States may directly criminalize lesbian and gay sexuality, or even the
exercise of basic freedoms of expression and association. (In 1996, for
example, Romania amended its penal code so as specifically to punish
any attempt to form lesbian and gay organizations or publications with up
to five years’ imprisonment.(37)) States may find it increasingly convenient
to invoke, and condemn, the specter of homosexuality in a political
context: to stir fear, to solidify support, or to detract from economic crisis
or political controversy. In using sexuality-baiting as a "cover," they can
deflect or preclude criticism from civil society; they can also position
themselves as representing the "voice of the people" in projecting a
national (heterosexual) identity. A Kenyan activist suggests that President
Moi’s lesbian- and gay-baiting has taken place against a backdrop of
challenges to the Kenyan political system and economy. At the time of his
1995 post-Beijing anti-lesbian comments, Moi was under pressure from
debtors and aid donors to create a multiparty system. Kenyan citizens
were uniting across issues in a constitutional reform process, and Moi
faced mounting opposition to the state’s role in promoting tribal
violence.(38)
Under such circumstances, demonizing an enemy not only serves to
assign specious blame for the symptoms of a social implosion: it also
creates solidity among disparate groups, who may unite behind the
government’s banner in opposition to a morally execrated enemy. The

recent history of Zimbabwe shows ample evidence of this. President
Robert Mugabe has launched a number of verbal assaults against
lesbians and gay men. His 1995 comments that gay people are "lower
than dogs and pigs" and "have no rights at all" have been widely
reported, and have been amplified regularly by similar outbursts.
In March, 2000, for example, Mugabe identified sexual diversity with
national decline. Faced with a collapsing currency, charges of corruption,
a major defeat in a constitutional revision process, tensions and violence
surrounding land reform, and the pressures of an upcoming election, the
president scapegoated gays and lesbians, identifying them specifically as
the tools of foreign enemies.(39) Mugabe responded to British concern
over rights protections in Zimbabwe by commenting, "The British
government is seeking to promote homosexuality." And he went on to call
on the nation to defend itself and its gendered identity: "We as chiefs
should fight against such western practices and respect our culture," he
said: "British homosexuals are worse than dogs and pigs because [they] do
not differentiate between males and females."(40) Opponents of the
regime thus faced a double stigma: as sexual deviants, and as agents of
the corrupting former-colonial power.
Mugabe’s comments have rarely targeted women specifically: yet they
foment a climate of distrust and fear toward lesbians and other women
who engage in political advocacy on sexuality issues. According to a
member of Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ), a local advocacy
group, lesbian organizing has been made more difficult as a result of the
homophobic climate bolstered by the president’s attacks. Until recently,
few women’s organizations have been willing to work publicly with GALZ
and its lesbian program.(41)
Bisi Adeleye-Fayemi, of Akina Mama wa Afrika, a women’s development
organization, suggests that state leaders may feel a recurrent need to
guard against threats from their right flanks. "Loose cannon politicians" on
the margins may end up driving national agendas, by taking vocal
homophobic and anti-feminist stances which intimidate established
officials into following their lead. "They’re perceived as powerful and
important. Elected officials pander to a [conservative] special interest
constituency and say what they think they want to hear." Politicians use
democracy as an excuse to surrender to intolerance, Adeleye-Fayemi
observes: "They may say ‘this isn’t my opinion, but that’s what people
want’."(42)
Some of the tensions democratization can bring in relation to rights
protections will be explored later in this report. The core responsibilities of

states, however, should not be in doubt. The UDHR affirms in its Preamble
that "every individual and every organ of society . . . shall strive by
teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and
freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international, to
secure their universal and effective recognition and observance." It also
holds that "Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which
the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized"
(Article 28). Rights are inscribed in covenants, and subscribed to by states,
in order that popular sentiment can never completely trump these
commitments.
However, the very postulation of an international order, in which universal
and binding promises assume precedence over particularity and
sovereignty, potentially affronts the forces of nationalism. Beyond the
immediate political interests of states and their leaders, the powerful
ideology of nationalism drives and is driven by sexuality-baiting: "deviant"
sexualities appear not just as internal threats but as invasions from the vast
threatening outside.
Such rhetoric can assume multiple guises. Anxieties about declining birth
rates, for instance, can lead to condemnations of homosexuality as a
"threat to the nation," in the name of a pro-natalist compulsion. In
Latvia–where fears of slow national disappearance have been invoked to
restrict reproductive freedoms--an NGO called "For Latvian Society
Without Homosexuality" organized a conference in late 1999 on "The
sexual health of Latvian society on the threshold of the third millennium."
The conference invitation noted concern about "the shameless
involvement of children in such antisocial activities and sexual deviations .
. . This promotes the development of such problems as the spread of AIDS,
a decrease in the birth rate . . . etc."(43) Prominent Latvian politicians
engage in what one local activist calls "rampages against
homosexuality,"(44) threatening that it will further shrink the population. In
Romania, one member of Parliament told IGLHRC that "if we legalize
homosexuality, we will make it so attractive that Romanians simply will no
longer reproduce." In that country, the Ceausescu’ dictatorship’s pronatalist bent led to a quarter-century-long absolute ban on abortion and
contraception, contributing immensely to the unpopularity of the
Communist regime. Forces such as the Romanian Orthodox Church,
which tacitly oppose women’s reproductive and sexual freedoms, still shy
away from direct attacks on abortion; they criticize homosexuality
instead.(45)
But alternative sexualities are also made to appear intrinsically foreign,
always the product of some other culture, never one’s own. As such they

threaten national independence as well as national identity. At the Beijing
conference, flyers distributed by right-wing groups urged delegates from
the developing world not to "Surrender Your Sovereignty" to forces with a
"narrow ideological agenda including abortion on demand and the
undermining of parental rights." Another flyer (from a group based in
Virginia in the US) offered the same delegates "irrefutable evidence that
the policies promoted by the northern countries are destructive." This
evidence included erroneous information about divorce rates and STD
transmission; the flyer demanded, "Why would any country want to
replace its culture with an alien culture with this record of failure?"(46)
Such concern for local practice and indigenous culture may legitimately
elicit skepticism when espoused by North-based organizations
aggressively supporting a culturally specific Christian agenda. It resonates,
however, with many nationalist themes. The fact that advocacy for sexual
rights is associated, in many minds, with a few international conferences
has contributed to the notion that such advocacy is "internationalist," part
of a conspiratorial global design. The President of Kenya’s statement that
"We Kenyans have rejected resolutions made in Beijing, we will not leave
what God has given us," shows one side of this identification. Its practical
effect is illustrated by the words of a Kenyan immigration officer, on
expelling an Australian citizen accused of homosexuality: "We shall not
allow these people to come and teach our people bad manners."(47)
Nationalism defends the ideal identity of a state. Yet its most powerful
enforcers are often not directly connected to government or politics. The
media can play a major role in dividing sexual behaviors into the
nationally approved on the one hand, and the collectively abhorrent on
the other.
Former Yugoslavia offers examples of this interplay. In June 1998, Milan
Ivkosic, a Croatian author and right-wing pundit, devoted an editiorial in
the national newspaper Vecernji List to feminist organizations, highlighting
two women who worked for feminist NGOs, and whom he named as
individuals.(48) Ivkosic had partipated in a televised panel the previous
evening with Rada Boric and Vesna Kesic, from the Center for War Victims
(CWV) and Be Active Be Emancipated (B.a.B.e.), respectively.
In the editorial, Ivkosic claimed that Boric’s comments on the show had
"openly defended the position of the Great Serbian Fascist Aggressor" in
claiming that "the violence of the battlefield has been brought into the
home, in the form of violence against women."(49) Ivkosic also asserted
that "more than 80% of the activists from women’s and other marginal
organizations are Serbs, and the rest are more or less Croats with political

or family backgrounds in the Yugoslav Secret Service, the Yugoslav Police
or Yugoslav army officers."
The political dubiousness of these women, however, was also
personal–their unstable allegiances connected to their sexual lives, their
unreliabilty rooted in a refusal to reproduce. They clung to a cosmopolitan
"Yugo"-ideology instead of recognizing their duty to the ethnic state:
These women, who speak the loudest in defending women’s rights in the
family, present in their personal lives a model that directly opposes the
ideal and desirable Croatian family (that is they are married without
children, old but unmarried, etc.). Although they are fighting for women’s
right to reproductive choice, or childbearing in general, some of them are
not even in relationships with men at all because they are lesbians
(against which I have no objection as long as their lesbianism does not
become a militant ideology).
Although they oppose the laws of nature, they would like to impose laws
in Parliament. Without the support they receive from abroad (in the form
of … money and awards from international organizations), they are quite
insignificant … And although they are ostensibly women’s organizations,
they are, in fact, first and foremost Yugo-political organizations.
Vesna Kesic, from B.a.B.e., contends that Ivkosic’s attack was motivated
by a fear of women’s free sexuality–a fear which transcends national and
cultural borders: but its particular form was inflected by the anti-Western
and anti-free-market obsessions of the Croatian right.(50)
One human rights activist suggests that the blending of sexism,
homophobia and nationalism in Ivkosic’s assault represents "an aggressive
way of undermining women because of the cultural context. This meant
something particular here, especially with regard to population
policies."(51)
B.a.B.e. and the Center for Women War Victims have brought two legal
suits against Ivkosic, both still pending. The first is a private, civil suit
claiming "emotional damage." The second seeks prosecution, and
charges discrimination against women, based on Ivkosic’s use of hate
speech against both the organizations involved and the individuals
named.
The latter suit, Kesic notes, is particularly complicated, in that the women
bringing the charges do not wish (by calling the allegations slanders)
further to demonize lesbians; older, unmarried, or childless women; or

Serbs. They hope to use the prosecution to accuse Ivkosic of inciting hate;
they do not want unwittingly to endorse his principle of denigration.(52)
In other countries, however, activists may lack even these legal recourses.
When, in the summer of 1998, a 24 year-old man in Zambia confessed his
homosexuality to a national newspaper, a storm of media attention
followed. Columnist after columnist, particularly in the pro-government
press, saw a Western threat to Zambian identity in the individual
revelation. One writer drew a direct connection to feminist advocacy:
Reproductive rights activists tell us that no one can dictate what you can
or cannot do with your body or sex life or even the unborn child inside
you.
But is sex between two consenting adults really no one else’s business? Is
sex between two or more willing adults still a private matter these days? . .
.
People must now wake up to the fact that most of what we do in the
privacy of our bedroom these days affects many, many others. The worst
part of the whole problem is that it affects national coffers.
The acceptance of the gay culture in this country will unnecessarily raise
the AIDS, malnutrition and malaria laden cost of health care.(53)
The fact that a local human-rights organization proposed to use funding
from the Norwegian government for a gay and lesbian project stimulated
particular outrage–from the Zambian foreign ministry as well as from the
press. "Is it some 30 pieces of silver from donors for which they are selling
Zambia’s cultural values to, is it, Scandinavians?" one columnist asked.(54)
(In one of the unintended ironies of cultural interchange, the same
newspaper so vigorously defending authentic local values had two weeks
earlier carried a long article entirely taken from the writings of the USbased "ex-gay" movement.(55)) The author of a women’s column
expanded on these themes:
The practice of this abnormal sexual practice is certainly not peculiar to
Zambia. It is very widespread, particularly in Europe and many other parts
of the world.
In advanced societies, where people have attained so much that they
have nothing much to do in life, they tend to turn to such unnatural
practices as a pastime.

In the first world, people have achieved so much in life. They have three
meals a day, all the fruits and drinks and any imaginable luxury at their
disposal. Since some of them may not have much work to do any more,
they search for hobbies and some, unfortunately, end up in
homosexuality.
But in third world countries, particularly in Sub Saharan Africa, we have so
much work to do, we cannot even afford to think of homosexuality. The
odds against us are too many.
The energies being channeled towards unproductive ventures like forming
gay associations could be used for more meaningful projects like poverty
alleviation.(56)
The issues raised by such attacks–about the relationship between
development and local control, wealth and cultural privilege, national
agendas and international claims–are significant ones. What is telling
here, however, is the way that sexuality becomes the preferred field on
which to play them out, through which to understand them. It is not simply
that sexual rights are pitted against the right to development–as though
the (minimal) resources spent defending the former can realistically be
said to detract from the latter. It is, rather, that issues of sexuality are first
articulated and understood through the lens of nation and region and
their needs. The appearance of nonconforming sexuality triggers a
succession of other concerns and anxieties; and sexuality quickly turns into
an arena in which to context those issues. In the process, it ceases to be
an ordinary human experience, and instead is seen as a corrupting luxury.
And crucial questions of politics, economics, and geography lose their
coherence when compressed into the sphere of one person’s sexual
choices.
The effect on basic freedoms can be devastating. A fledgling
organization of gays and lesbians in Zambia was formally denied the right
to register. [footnote deleted] Politicians threatened members of the
organization with imprisonment. One lesbian activist, dismissed from her
job and thrown out of her home by her parents after the press publicized
her sexuality, found herself living in a makeshift shelter for street
children.(57)
Finally, religions, powerful and often supranational institutions, lend their
endorsement to local prejudice in the name of transcendental moral
values. And they often do so in alliance with the state. The effects can be
manifold, and many will be discussed elsewhere in this report. Particularly
noteworthy, however, is the ambiguous status of many religious bodies:

functioning on one level within civil society in a way comparable to nongovernmental organizations, they nonetheless use their vast mobilizing
power (and, often, their official or semi-official status with the state) to
amass an influence no other NGO can claim. The peculiar status of the
Holy See--which (unique among religious bodies) claims a special
observer status within the United Nations, enabling it to move as a virtual
partner to member states--is one instance of this ambiguity projected
onto an international scale.(58) On the local level, examples abound.
Religious bodies have, for instance, campaigned against the presence of
other "rival" NGOs, including feminist organizations. One activist notes that,
since governments often "do not want to get into trouble with the
Church," they may seek to limit the participation of particular women or
particular organizations in delegations, meetings, or discussion.(59) Strong
Church connections with the state government of Costa Rica, for
instance, may have resulted in limitations on participation by women’s
organizations–and by lesbians--in government UN delegations.(60)
Similarly, in Colombia, where the Catholic Church has significant ties to
the government, one reproductive and sexual rights activist holds that the
Church has influenced the granting or denial of state contracts to
organizations promoting health-related programs throughout the country.
She suggests that adolescent health and reproductive health for women
are two areas which, because of their connection to issues of sexuality,
are particularly scrutinized in allotting contract awards.(61)
Conservative Catholicism is not just well-resourced: it is well-networked. It
has built alliances with conservative Islamic states, among others, to
oppose women’s rights in various international venues. And it is assisted by
a web of like-minded and wealthy right-wing NGOs. Two examples of the
latter will give an idea of their strength.
Exodus International is a US-based NGO which promotes pseudoscientific
methods of turning lesbians and gay men into heterosexuals; its work rests
on the (debunked) assumption that homosexuality can be "treated" and
overcome. Exodus has gone global with its missionary message.
According to its November 1996 "Update," Exodus leaders led a mission to
South America that year "to encourage fledgling ex-gay ministries in that
world region and teach the church how to better address the
homosexual issue."(62) In December of the same year, Exodus members
led a speaking tour in Hong Kong where they "presented the message of
hope and change for the homosexual."(63) In South Africa, one Exodus
"missionary" claims that "Ministry opportunities … skyrocketed" after a visit
to the country.(64) As noted above, by 1998 Zambian newspapers were

recycling Exodus propaganda in showing how homosexuals could be
"healed."
Focus on the Family (FOF) is a US Christian-right NGO, militantly anti-gay,
with strong political links to the Republican Party. According to its website,
its reach "now extends to over 90 countries"; it seeks to "cultivate long term
relationships with our international ministry partners and assist however we
can." In Costa Rica, "Enfoque a la Familia" reaches its audience through
43 radio stations; a Spanish-language FOF video teaches students in over
4500 public schools. This project, the site claims, comes at the request of
the "nation’s First Lady." FOF reports that leader James Dobson’s 90second commentaries "are being aired on over 1176 stations in 32
countries" and in several languages. Dobson’s half-hour daily program is
heard in 50 countries. Focus on the Family Commentary airs in
supermarkets in Malaysia, FOF books are distributed to bookstores in the
Philippines, and FOF’s curriculum-based program has been "designed to
train 500 Australian facilitators who will equip 15,000 parents in the next
three years."(65)
These networks illustrate an alarming trend over the last ten years: the
internationalization of intolerance. Right-wing Christian organizations in the
global North have learned to disguise moral imperialism as a helping
hand. They couch their missionary antagonism toward difference as a
sympathetic understanding of threatened cultures. They sell themselves as
assisting developing countries to preserve their sovereignty against the
twin dangers of "sodomy" and human rights. Their language conceals the
consistency of their colonial ambitions, as they promote narrow and
specific agendas rooted in their own religious traditions. They represent
the user-friendly, and frighteningly well-financed, face of hate.
D. The effects: Internalizing fear
As these examples indicate, the effects of such baiting on women’s
capacity to organize, associate, and express their opinions can be severe.
In some cases, organizations identified with sexuality, or accused of
harboring lesbians, can be denied the right to exist, or harassed so
severely that they collapse.
Hostility has sometimes forced lesbian organizations to relocate, or literally
to go underground, in order to protect members’ secrecy or physical
safety. In Mexico, for instance, the lesbian group El Closet de Sor Juana
was forced to move its office in 1995 because of harassment, as women’s
cars were damaged or stolen while they attended meetings.(66) In Costa
Rica, the lesbian group Las Entendidas was compelled to hold meetings in

private homes instead of more accessible public settings while under
public attack for planning a lesbian gathering in 1990.
In Pakistan in May 1999, the provincial government of Punjab revoked the
registration of 1,941 NGOs, closing almost a third of the organizations in
the province. According to Human Rights Watch (HRW), officials
"denounced women’s rights organizations as purveyors of immorality."(67)
The network Women Living Under Muslim Laws has stated that "While the
justification for a review has been to de-register ‘bogus’ NGOs, the attack
has specifically targeted very active ones, especially those working for
either women’s rights specifically or human rights in general."(68)
Punjab’s Minister for Social Welfare announced that the government
would "give exemplary punishment to those involved in anti-State and
illegal activities." The government, he said, "would not allow NGOs to do
politics." He particularly singled out Shirkat Gah, a women’s NGO, and the
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan. Of the former, he asked, "Is it a
safeguard of human rights to give a chance to a girl [to have] a night
with her paramour?"(69) He accused the latter of "pitting daughters
against parents" and creating "a culture of adultery." The minister
declared, "Believe you me, these people are responsible for the moral
degeneration of our society."(70)
Subtler barriers may generate equally draconian exclusions. One activist
recalls that Nigeria’s recent military regime enforced a stringent gender
policing that virtually made it impossible for nonconforming women to
access state officials, much less engage in advocacy. Under the Abacha
regime, women could not enter the offices of state officials if they were
not "properly dressed." While not an actual law, this was a de facto policy,
and one which was honored: "If the reason to get into the government
offices was to save lives, you’d make compromises in your appearance in
order to pursue your political agenda."(71) According to Bisi-Adeleye
Fayemi, from Akina Mama wa Afrika, such a policy codified
heterosexuality and traditional gender norms.(72)
In other cases, crucial funding sources for civil society can be affected. In
1997 San Antonio, Texas, in the United States, cut all city arts funding for
the Esperanza Peace and Justice Center, a community center working
closely with lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people, but which
also does other social justice advocacy work. The mayor acknowledged
that the Esperanza Center was singled out because "That group flaunts
what it does–it is an in-your-face organization."(73)

In Australia, lesbian activist Barbara Palmer reports that a 1996 election,
which saw the victory of a conservative government running on a "family
values" platform, also saw "all funding dr[y] up for eighteen months for all
women’s organizations," with the exception of larger, mainstream stateaffiliated groups such as the National Council of Women.(74) The new
government funded only "mainstream" organizations because "they could
cover all the interests of minority groups," including lesbians, migrant
women and disabled women.(75) Those labeled "single-issue" groups were
expected to fold themseves into these larger groups.
The Coalition of Activist Lesbians (COAL), a lesbian group formed in 1993,
lost federal funding because, as a small "single-issue" organization, its
interests were expected to be subsumed under someone else’s umbrella.
Eileen Pittaway, a COAL member, suggests that groups which did not
represent "proper women" were specifically targeted by these cuts.
In other cases, baiting discourages groups dominanted by gay men or
other progressive organizations from dealing with issues of women’s
sexuality. Those groups may distance themselves from lesbian organizing,
seeing risk in the alliance with endangered identities, rather than strength.
Baiting can divide the women’s movement from other progressive
movements. It can also divide the women’s movement against itself.
In the Esperanza case, harassment of the center began with the religious
right, including anti-abortion groups–but some gay men eagerly joined in.
"This is a victory that the Almighty had to have given us, " one
fundamentalist stated after the center lost its funding: "I love
homosexuals," he added, "what I absolutely hate is the evil, wicked, childseducing lifestyle, characteristic behavior." However, a group of
conservative gay men paradoxically sided with their onetime enemies in
opposing the center, partly because it had sponsored art works centered
on women’s sexuality. Religious extremism was preferable to rampant
feminism. A gay newspaper criticized the center’s "in-your-face activism";
one gay leader said, "They go over the line."(76)
COAL’s Pittaway asserts that "some of the biggest problems we’ve
encountered have been baiting from the larger mainstream women’s
organizations." This was particularly evident in preparation for the Beijing
conference. "We had heard that some women in these larger
organizations had wanted our funding to be cut. We took it to mean that
they wanted to represent Australian women. Because, as lesbians, you’re
not seen to be normal, you aren’t seen as being able to represent
interests of, or advocate on behalf of, the experiences of other women."

Barbara Palmer says: "Lesbians aren’t acknowledged as part of the
human race."
Relationships between feminists and lesbians, as well as between
women’s movements and lesbian movements, are not an easy subject for
generalization. They rest on histories specific to cultures or regions. Women
with diverse backgrounds build and set limits to political alliances
depending upon historical moments and political climates. They may
come together to combat related forms of repression, or they may split
apart in organizing based on nationalist or other lines. But the coming
together and the dividing are always connected to broader social
climates. Alliance-building or alliance-breaking cannot take place in a
vacuum; women develop strategic responses to, as well as fears about,
the myriad means by which state and private actors deploy ideas about
sexuality and gender.
Some women’s organizations have found both overt and subtle ways to
distance themselves from lesbians, or from women who advocate sexual
rights agendas. "We have become an embarrassment to the women’s
movement by declaring ourselves lesbians," one Indian lesbian writes. "Just
as in the earlier days women’s issues were secondary to the agenda of
the class struggle, today feminists tell us that lesbian issues have to be
secondary to the other concerns of the women’s movement."(77)
In Romania, women’s rights advocates sometimes blend fear of
lesbianism with nationalist resentment: assuming Western feminists to be
lesbians, they thereby position these outsiders as alien to a Romanian
space and norm. Mona Nicoara suggests that some women’s groups try
to edge away from potential Western allies because of this shadowy
connection to lesbians. "They are afraid of being associated with Western
feminists because of the association with lesbianism; it’s part of why
they’ve rejected the name ‘feminist.’" In organizing conferences, Nicoara
reports, women’s rights advocates "think twice before inviting, and
justifying the presence of, Western feminists in the role of ‘foreign experts’
because of this association with lesbianism."(78)
In Mexico, there has been historical tension between lesbian and feminist
movements, yet the visibility of lesbians and the existence of the lesbian
movement partly rest on feminism’s challenge to "the arbitrary gender role
system" within the Mexican state.(79) Claudia Hinojosa, a Mexican rights
activist, suggests that this challenge to gender roles also enabled lesbian
activists to question "the fear of heterosexual feminists of approaching the
discussion of lesbianism." She maintains that "the lesbian contribution
consisted of engaging [heterosexual] feminists in discussing the

[compulsory] heterosexualization of society as the ultimate control
mechanism over the lives and bodies of women."
The emergence of lesbian feminism prompted various interesting
reactions from the feminist groups who have aimed at gaining
hegemonic social position[s]. These included both the initial effort to
create some distance from the lesbian organizations to avoid being
stigmatized, and more sophisticated approaches that framed lesbian
feminism as the site where erotic passion is constructed, and, hence,
where "irrationality" … dominates. Therefore lesbian feminists were often
treated … as "illegal aliens" in the feminist territories who offered available
labor to create a feminist movement that would welcome them as long
as they didn’t expect to move "their" issues to the forefront. Many feminists
felt the need to reassure the world that they were not lesbians.
Lesbians responded in part by looking elsewhere for alliances. Hinojosa
explains that in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the lesbian movement had
embraced some of the social justice goals promoted by Mexico’s "new
left." In addition, some lesbians developed alliances with gay male
activists and organizations, as these were, at least at times, open to
lesbians’ quest to challenge gender norms. While these relationships were
not without conflict, they did provide refuge when the feminist movement
was less than welcoming.(80)
Gloria Careaga Perez, a Mexican feminist who has worked with both
feminist and lesbian groups, cites some of the same uneasy relations
between the two modes of organizing. She asserts that lesbians within
feminist organizations are sometimes told that working on lesbian issues is
"too risky" for the mainstream. Careaga Perez sees this expectation of risk
as a subtle sign of homophobia. Women’s NGOs are "loosely supportive"
of lesbian work, she says, yet because these tensions remain
unacknowledged and unspoken, "it’s hard to interpret their position."(81)
In response, lesbian political agendas may be diluted in the name of
making them palatable to a "wider" audience. In order to win support of
other groups within feminist movements, lesbians or sexual rights
advocates may negotiate compromise positions which render sexuality
less and less visible. A feminist who has worked in both Mexico and Costa
Rica notes that, in the process of negotiation, "you lose part of your own
feminist agenda, you lose some of your goals. It’s important to get that
perspective back."(82)
This vanishing act–the withdrawal of personal needs and political
demands beneath a shadow of self-sacrificing invisibility–exacts a

profound personal as well as political toll. A Latvian women’s rights
advocate who is a board member of a reproductive and sexual health
NGO tells of her frustration within her organization.(83) She asserts that
even though the organization’s mandate--and even its name--suggests
work on sexual health, many women on staff wish to exclude work with
lesbians, or on sexual orientation issues. Concerns about addressing
lesbian health issues are seldom overtly expressed, this informant
maintains, but there are subtle indications of discomfort. Sometimes,
however, reluctance becomes evident.
In a meeting with representatives from her own organization as well as
others, to discuss a proposed Latvian law on reproductive rights and
abortion, this activist drew attention to how the draft bill omitted some
issues of sexual rights. After recommending inclusion of model texts on
sexuality from the International Planned Parenthood Federation’s charter,
she was told by other organizations’ members that she shouldn’t be
"advocating lesbian rights." She was accused of "trying to destroy the
family." "I was made to look like a radical, and as if I were speaking on my
own behalf."
She claims that the worst aspect of this attack was the disheartening
diffidence of her organization. The president of her organization "gave no
support" and tried to distance herself from the activist’s comments. The
informant also claims that even in strategic planning sessions, lesbian
issues have been dismissed with the warning that "this is not the best time
to talk about this." The organization, she is steadily reminded, must "be very
careful" about its future tactics and strategy. "They use lots of tactics to
keep lesbians out of the debate." She feels she does not have allies in the
organization.
This activist contemplates leaving the group because of her frustration,
but chooses to stay for the sake of the credibility of her work; she would
rather continue to operate through the organization than start a new one.
She notes that she is no longer invited to core meetings of this group, and
assumes she was deemed "too controversial.".
Such frustration is more than organizational. It is one manifestation of a
force which compels lesbian women to remain closeted and selfconcealed. The wounds of invisibility are deep. A tragic result of some
women’s internalization of shame and fear is suicide. While lesbian
suicides cannot necessarily be directly linked to specific incidents of
vilification or invective, they do take place within social climates of
hostility and hatred towards women’s sexuality. Patterns of lesbian suicides
have been reported in India and China, among other countries.

Sometimes these suicides are enacted as pacts between lovers who
agree to take their own lives because of the fear of separation, or
because of the pressure they face to conform to heterosexual norms. Two
lesbians in China were reported to have attempted suicide in the mid1990s by injecting disinfectant into their veins. A Chinese newspaper
reporting the case described the women as "suffering from
homosexuality." "They did not want to marry and could no longer face the
immense pressure they felt from society."(84)
SAKHI, an Indian women’s organization, has reported pact suicides by
"women couples." SAKHI notes that these deaths are usually not reported
as lesbian suicides, and that aversion therapy and large doses of moodaltering medications are sometimes used to counteract and treat "the
depression inherent in the experience of isolation that lesbian women
often experience."(85)
In a 1999 survey conducted by the Costa Rican lesbian rights group
CIPAC, 11% of lesbians interviewed in San Jose stated they had
attempted suicide at least once. Of those, 60% had attempted suicide
multiple times. In a larger sampling of lesbians and gay men, 42% knew of
someone who had attempted suicide. 30% stated that they saw suicide
as an act of bravery.(86)
Responses to invisibility differ–as do degrees of susceptibility to pressure,
shame, and fear. These concerns can be class-bound: women in higher
socio-economic positions may have status beyond their sexual identities in
ways that some women do not. One Costa Rican lesbian suggests that "in
a higher class, they forgive you"(87): there may be less risk for wealthier
women in identifying as lesbians, or in responding to attacks.
The same woman asserts that the invisibility of women’s sexuality, along
with the internalized oppression many lesbians feel, reinscribes the notion
that "sexuality is a private matter, that it’s just about who you sleep with."
These silencing forces often mean that "you can’t be your whole self in
your political work or in your personal life. We internalize the ‘threat’ we
pose to other people, the risk that our friendship or shared political work
poses. We apologize for who we are."
Yet such privacy is untenable. The fear of lesbianism, and of women’s
sexuality, affects women’s capacity to assert themselves and their rights
at every level. In the United States, according to Amnesty International,
jurors polled in a study of biased trials chose "perceived sexual orientation
. . . as the most likely personal characteristic to bias a jury against a
defendant."(88) Prosecutors can use the imputation of lesbian identity as

an effective tactic to ensure that women are incarcerated. One
researcher finds, in several cases, evidence suggesting that a lesbian
convicted of a capital crime is more likely to face the death penalty in
the US than a heterosexual woman might be.(89) Such cases reveal
homophobia in its starkest form: prejudice becomes a direct threat to
personal freedom, and survival.
In prisons, women in a state of extreme disempowerment may find lesbian
identity used against them. Women who complain about conditions, resist
abuses of authority, or claim their rights, may be called lesbians as a
consequence. Women who are lesbians, or are perceived as such, may
be subjected to physical and sexual abuse–either at the hands of prison
authorities, or by inmates with the authorities’ knowledge and approval.
Here, too, the power of names is brutal, and physical.(90)
In the mid-1990s, Robin Lucas was incarcerated at the Federal
Correctional Institution in California in the US. She was housed, for a time,
in a men’s unit where she was constantly visible to male inmates and
guards, including while using the showers and toilet. Her complaints about
these degrading conditions were dismissed, in part because she was a
lesbian. A prison official, she claimed, taunted her for her sexuality, saying
"Maybe we can change your mind." In a sworn affidavit, Lucas named a
guard who sold entry to her cell to male inmates. In September 1995,
three male inmates broke in her cell, handcuffed her, and raped her.
Authorities refused her a transfer, and inmates threatened her with
continued attacks unless she stopped complaining.(91)
Other cases have been reported. In Colombia, a lesbian prisoner, Marta
Alvarez, has been subjected to punitive measures–including confinement
in a men’s facility–in response to her complaints about conditions and to
her petitions claiming her rights, including the right to conjugal visitation by
her lesbian lover.(92) In Romania, Mariana Cetiner, a lesbian prisoner
(convicted of asking another woman to have sex with her, a crime under
Romanian law) was physically and sexually abused by guards during two
years of incarceration. A doctor employed by the penitentiary told
human rights investigators, "I don’t defend the guards, but you must see
she is a difficult person, perverse, not at all normal."(93) In the United
States, according to Human Rights Watch, a prisoner at the Dwight
Correctional Center in Illinois

was forced to perform oral sex on an officer who targeted her, in her view,
because she identified herself as gay. . . [A] number of officers appeared

to take her homosexuality as a challenge; they bombarded her with
sexual innuendo and advances. One officer … told her, "Damn, you need
a good man. I wish it was me." … [One night as the woman] walked from
her work assignment to the medical clinic, [the officer] pulled up in car
and ordered her to get in. He told her he would report her for trying to
escape if she refused. Once she was in the car . . . [he] unzipped his
pants, grabbed her by the back of her neck and forced her to perform
oral sex on him.(94)
When this prisoner charged the guard with sexual misconduct, prison
authorities reacted by placing her on psychotropic drugs.
Baiting may have devastating effects on women’s ability to defend
themselves or claim their rights in other situations, and in other
authoritarian institutions. Homosexuals are banned from serving in the US
military. This policy makes all women in the military vulnerable. One US
Army internal report states, "Female soldiers who refuse the sexual
advances of male soldiers may be accused of being lesbians and
subjected to investigation for homosexual conduct…Women accused of
lesbianism believe that the mere allegation harms their careers and
reputations irreparably."(95)
In 1984, in Stuttgart, Germany, a group of Army enlisted men, calling
themselves the "Dykebusters," systematically made sexual advances to
military women and then reported those who refused their advances as
lesbians. This group wore special T-shirts with the design "No Dykes" and
sang their version of the theme song from the movie "Ghostbusters,"
retitled "Dykebusters," when they would arrive at the enlisted
servicemembers' club to engage in this harassment of women.(96)
The 1988 investigation of women on board the USS Grapple …began
when a male crew member started rumors about the close friendship
between a woman who rebuffed his sexual advances and another sailor .
. . The rumors were followed by an incident in which this male sailor, in
front of the ship's crew and at least one of its officers, shouted profanities
and accusations that the women were lesbians. On a subsequent
deployment, flyers bearing the sign "no dykes" appeared around the
ship.(97)
A young Private First Class, away from home for the first time, was
attacked and nearly raped in her barracks hallway in Korea. When she
reported the attack, the perpetrators retaliated by falsely accusing her of
being involved in a lesbian relationship. The unit commander pressured
her to accuse other women of being lesbians and when she refused sent

her to a court-martial based on the false allegations. When a military
judge threw out the criminal charges for lack of evidence, the
commander tried instead to discharge her. The commander dropped the
charges only after substantial outside intervention.(98)
US military policy since 1994 has allegedly moved to defend lesbians and
gay men from intrusion into their private lives. In fact, surveillance and
harassment have steadily grown, and basic rights to privacy and to
association have been trampled in the process. Since the policy was
implemented, discharges based on sexual orientation have increased by
86%.(99) Women have been particularly targeted. Women comprise 14%
of servicemembers in active duty, yet represent 27% of people discharged
because of their sexual orientation.(100)
In the military, women’s bodies, behavior, and words are scrutinized and
used against them. Fellow sailors repeatedly called one woman a "dykelooking bitch" and "butch bitch." Sailors told another woman that "she
must be a lesbian because she has short hair."(101) Instead of acting to
stop harassment, the military regularly punishes the victims. Investigators
commonly launch "witch hunts," mass investigations of military women in
which suspects are forced to name other women as lesbians to avoid
dishonorable discharge or prosecution.(102) One Navy officer reported
that "she was one of up to fifty women targeted in a witch hunt on board
the USS Simon Lake. Two shipmates filed affidavits in federal court in this
case, stating that they had been threatened with prison unless they
accused [her] of being a lesbian or confessed to being lesbians
themselves."(103) In 1998, the Coast Guard launched a three-month
investigation against a group of women who were identified as not
having socialized with men at a party.(104)
In all these situations, in all these ways, the charge of being a lesbian is
used to keep women from enjoying their basic rights. The charge is
backed by hatred and shame–by prejudice which makes abusing
women seem acceptable if they are "sexual deviants."
The charge enforces silence, and it threatens existence. It ensures that
lesbian women remain voiceless and unseen in many societies–and
thereby only confirms the assertions of political leaders who claim that
homosexuality is alien or unheard of in their countries. Lesbians are cast
into a seemingly unbreakable invisibility. The prophecies of a Mugabe or a
Moi are self-fulfilling: the more insistently they recite that homosexuality
does not exist, the fewer homosexuals will dare the multiple risks entailed
in asserting their existence.

Dorothy Aken’Ova, from the Women’s Health Organization of Nigeria,
counters these claims by citing her own research, showing names for
same-sex sexual behavior in numerous Nigerian languages. She asks: "How
can there be words for something that doesn’t exist?"(105)
Aken’Ova condemns not only the homophobia, but also the "hypocrisy"
of people who deny that homosexuality exists in Nigeria: "People know it’s
happening. There’s some room for [homosexual relationships] within this
cultural setting. People say that ‘the gods will be upset and that there’s a
need for cleansing,’ but the fact that there’s a way of dealing with it
shows that it exists."(106)
Her question, though, strikes at the root–and central paradox-- of the
attacks and stigmatization directed at women’s advocacy for sexual
rights. These attacks are meant to remove all discussion of sexuality from
public debate. Yet, in trying to erase those words, they use those words.
Deviant sexualities are invoked as specters, only to deny that they actually
exist. Homosexuality is summoned up as a threat, only to be exorcised as
alien and insubstantial. Sexual rights are derided; yet the very urgency of
the derision and denial implies their potential power, suggests that
actually to enjoy them would be a source of astonishing strength.
Where is the threat? And what is the potential?
II. "We Would Have a Hard Time Going Home": Fear of Sexuality in the
International Sphere
International conferences have been key sites in the development of
sexual rights approaches: places where women have exchanged stories,
debated issues, and refined terms to reflect their lives. The importance of
such international gatherings does not mean that the language of bodily
integrity and sexual autonomy, so profoundly rooted in local needs and
activism and the immediate experience of oppression, is a "cosmopolitan"
imposition brewed by bureaucrats. Rather, such settings are a rare
chance for women engaged in that local work to share experiences
across cultures and national borders.(107) With those conversations, new
insights turn into action; new solidarities can provide strength. United
Nations meetings, and other gatherings sponsored by intergovernmental
organizations–despite their impersonality--may offer the only such
opportunities available to many women, since regional networks of
women’s or lesbian NGOs are few and often starved for resources, and
since women have often been excluded from other international policy
arenas.

More than solidarities emerge from such conferences. The language of
final programs and agreements, once it has been endorsed by states,
may have little formal authority in the absence of any enforcement
mechanisms. But domestic activists can use it in their organizing to hold
governments accountable to the promises they have made. Simple
clauses buried in complex documents can become tools to lobby and
educate, or even to embarrass those in power.
Local activists benefit when their concerns can be recognized and written
into the records of international meetings. Such successes can be carried
home and put to use. The value of such gatherings–as well as the blow to
human-rights activism if voices are arbitrarily excluded from them–is
formally recognized in international law. The Convention on the
Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, in Article 8, mandates states
to guarantee women, "without any discrimination, the opportunity to
represent their governments at the international level and to participate in
the work of international organizations."
If international meetings have given strength to sexual rights advocacy,
though, they have also spawned a backlash. Diverse interests united by
shared homophobia have used UN venues to build new alliances.
Conservative Christian churches and Islamic fundamentalists, right-wing
anti-Communists and left-wing defenders of "sovereignty," have come
together, seeing women’s reproductive freedom, homosexuality, and the
claim of human rights to universality as their common enemies. They have
forged a rhetoric which unites nationalism, traditionalism, and religious
fundamentalism; they have backed it up with computers and cell phones;
and they have packaged it to carry across national borders.
This chapter will look at some of the ways women’s sexuality has been
exploited to attack women’s organizing in key international conferences
over the last five years. It will show how a rhetoric of attack has
developed. And it will show how both women’s advocates and their
opponents have carried lessons home from these experiences, for local
use.
A. Beijing: The right wing takes on human rights
In September 1995, thousands of women from around the world came
together in Beijing, China for the United Nations Fourth World Conference
on Women. The Platform for Action (PFA) which was the most tangible
official result of the gathering stands as a sweeping set of guidelines for
not only protecting but empowering women worldwide.

No conference is an island. Advances in Beijing built on discussions at the
1994 International Conference on Population and Development in Cairo,
and at the 1993 World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna–as well as
activism at previous World Conferences on Women.(108) However, Beijing
saw a human rights framework used more comprehensively than ever
before to articulate women’s claims. "Women’s Rights Are Human Rights"
became a rallying cry heard in every continent and region. Moreover,
advocacy for the bodily integrity and sexual autonomy of women was
more and more clearly seen as central to this human rights framework. As
part of this, language naming "sexual orientation" as a source of
discrimination, and a status to be protected, moved farther than it ever
had in a UN conference. For some, the fact that sexual orientation was
even discussed on the floor of the Main Committee was a central success
of the conference.
Yet equally prominent was the opposition this aroused. The Holy See
formed alliances, sometimes unlikely ones, with government delegations
and conservative NGOs to combat any mention of sexual rights, or any
appearance of sexual nonconformity, during the conference. A
vituperative rhetoric arose which paradoxically exploited moral
universalism and national particularism alike. This new guise of the right
wing was Janus-faced, affirming divinely sanctioned and invariable
principles when speaking to its Western supporters, but defending local
diversity in addressing the rest of the world. It claimed both that absolute
moral laws condemned sexual freedom anywhere and everywhere–and
that the integrity of myriad national cultures, with their disparate norms,
was threatened by a wave of Western individualism indifferent to local
difference.
Still, though references to sexual orientation were edited out of the final
Platform For Action in intricate negotiations, the fact that these references
remained until the conference’s final session marks an unprecedented
level of global visibility and support for the rights of lesbians and gay men.
While some advocates questioned how visible lesbians should be, many
allies gathered to defend lesbian issues within the sexual rights umbrella.
The general principles of all women’s bodily integrity and sexual
autonomy, moreover, received wide support.
Advocacy for those general principles within the UN of course had a long
history. In one landmark, the Cairo International Conference on
Population and Development in 1994 had seen 184 governments reach
consensus on a 20-year Program of Action. Women’s equality,
empowerment, reproductive and sexual health, and reproductive rights
were put at the center of population and development strategies. In

preparation for Beijing, delegations won agreement that the language of
Cairo would not be subject to renegotiation at the World Conference on
Women.
A number of governments which had not fully accepted the results of
Cairo and Vienna nonetheless launched an effort to roll back such
advances. These attacks helped, in the end, to solidify alliances around
reproductive rights and sexual health. They also helped confirm the
importance of couching these issues in the language of human rights. The
conference ultimately endorsed the broad principles of sexual rights. The
Platform for Action acknowledges that the free experience of sexuality is
basic to the enjoyment of women’s rights: "The human rights of women
include their right to have control over and decide freely and responsibly
on matters related to their sexuality, including sexual and reproductive
health, free of coercion, discrimination, and violence."(109)
Mobilizing around sexual orientation was integral in turn to advocating for
sexual rights. Lesbians--in naming and publicizing the discrimination,
violence, and abuse which homophobia produces–drew attention to one
of the most prevalent and brutal ways by which states and societies
control all women’s sexualities: by marginalizing and penalizing dissident
forms of sexual expression. The build-up to the Beijing conference was the
occasion for lesbians around the world to converse, strategize, and unite.
Many local lesbian activists found themselves not only thinking about the
uses of international systems for the first time, but exchanging experiences
and lessons in new ways with women from diverse regions.
Thousands of individuals and organizations from over 60 countries signed a
petition to "Put Sexuality on the Agenda at the World Conference on
Women," which called on the United Nations "to recognize the right to
determine one’s own sexual identity; the right to control one’s own body,
particularly in establishing intimate relationships; and the right to choose if,
when, and with whom to bear or raise children as fundamental
components of the human rights of all women regardless of sexual
orientation."(110) A statement by lesbians in the Asian-Pacific region
called on conference organizers to
Acknowledge the disadvantaged position of a large number of women
who choose to have primary relationships with women by ensuring: . . .
That reference to lesbians not be removed from documents and the
wording of these documents and resolutions not covertly or overtly
disadvantage or marginalize lesbians.

That there is recognition of the right of women to choose lifestyles and
partners without discrimination.
That the treatment of women’s issues does not silence individual women
who choose not to marry and not to live with a male partner.
That violence and discrimination against lesbians perpetuated by
homophobia and sanctioned by institutions of the state, of religio[n] and
of cultures be condemned and, further, that steps be taken to end this
violence.(111)
Similar statements came from other continents. A satellite meeting of Latin
American and Caribbean lesbians urged the coming world conference to
work toward eliminating violence against lesbians in both public and
private spheres, as well as "discrimination in the fields of employment,
education, housing, etc." It stressed "the importance of strengthening
democratic processes to guarantee real mechanisms of political, social,
and economic participation for all women alike in all spheres of power
and decision-making in society, within a legal framework, and with
respect to diversity of sexual orientation." And it demanded "the freedom
of sexual orientation to be established as an inalienable human
right."(112)
In Beijing itself, lesbians were visible in all their global diversity. A lesbian
tent was among the many tents pitched at the NGO Forum in Huairou; it
provided a site for lesbians from around the world to talk, strategize, and
give mutual strength during the exhausting days.
The tent was a safe space where women could freely talk with other
women about sexuality. Many women visited the tent to ask about lesbian
lives, as many had never had the opportunity before to meet and talk
with women who openly identified as lesbians. The tent was a shelter in
which women could comfortably come forth with questions, and where
lesbians could engage in discussion without the immediate threat of
being silenced or challenged by other participants or political agendas.
The tent was also a wellspring of activist energy. Although a seemingly
simple thing, the lesbian tent has become part of the lore of the Beijing
conference: it offered an unprecedented gathering place for women to
meet across cultures, regions, and identities, to share their lives and
celebrate their sexualities.
Yet no space was entirely safe, and in Beijing lesbian identity,
unprecedently visible, was also vulnerable. It was not only lesbians who
suffered harassment in Beijing. The conference was held in an

authoritarian state; the Chinese government had never hosted a similar
gathering. Some NGO representatives (including activists from Tibet and
Taiwan) were denied visas to attend. Women at the conference were
watched, and reminded of it. Hotel rooms were broken into, locked
luggage opened, belongings ransacked and strewn across beds.
Women associated with human rights organizations were scrutinized.
Some women reportedly were moved from hotel to hotel arbitrarily,
apparently to disrupt their contacts. "It seemed to me that in their
surveillance of us they were not discreet," one woman notes: "Certainly
they had no reason to be...what could we do?"(113) One activist
remembers, "If there were ‘too many’ people in a [hotel] room," security
guards "would knock on the door to see what was going on." This woman
recalls, "It was intimidating, and there was little effort made to hide it— it
was made to be very visible. . . .It didn’t change our tactics but it made us
operate more carefully than any one of us was used to being. It added
work; it added stress."(114)
Lesbians, though, were among the groups whom Chinese authorities
viewed with acute suspicion. A few examples illustrate the atmosphere.
Early in the conference, women from the lesbian caucus met at a
discotheque in Beijing. Police accompanied by army officers arrived at
the disco to "maintain order." One woman recalls that the ratio of military
personnel to women attending the party was one to one. Women were
followed around the club; some were even followed into the bathrooms.
In another memorable event, during a plenary session of government
delegates, approximately 35 women from the lesbian caucus(115)
unfurled a large banner that read "Lesbian Rights are Human Rights."
Michelle Hill tells of the incident: "Two of us stayed up all night making it in
the hotel hallway...to the surprise of the [hotel] staff...they were somewhat
amused by us but I don't think they knew what it said."(116) The next day,
We had informed the media that something would happen so there were
some with us... At the appropriate time we unfurled the banner, which
was large enough to be visible to everyone in the plenary. . . After only a
few moments the UN guards came over and grabbed the banner from
us...we offered no resistance as was planned. They then asked us all to
leave the room. We again offered no resistance ... but as we were getting
up to leave one of the guards grabbed one of the women beside me
and pulled her over the rows of chairs behind us and started to take her
away ... there was no reason why she was picked over the other women
there ... they just grabbed her. [Shelagh Day] laced her arm in the arm of
the woman who was being grabbed and taken away and would not let

go, so they took both women ... we all followed them outside and down
the stairs to the guards’ office, where they brought the women inside, and
pushed us away from the door. They were very rough with us, I had bruises
on my legs from being pushed over the seats ... and other women were
pushed to the ground..(117)
According to Day, The UN security cops did a usual cop routine - took
away our badges and ID - left us to sweat alone for a while - came back
and asked questions about how many people were involved, did we
have plans for more demonstrations, in other words was this a vast and
dangerous well-planned lesbian conspiracy that would necessitate more
guards.(118)
The women were eventually released. But the guards’ strong reaction
most likely points to profound official anxiety about the presence of
lesbians throughout the conference. Chinese media, after all, had
reportedly carried articles warning of naked women in the streets during
the gathering; rumors circulated that the government was distributing
extra sheets to hotels and other venues, in case there was a need for
large-scale cover-ups of women’s bodies.(119)
Near the end of the conference, women from the lesbian caucus
organized a lesbian march through the streets of Huairou. In response to
the climate of the rest of the proceedings, organizers attempted to create
a celebratory public space where women could be "out,"proud and loud.
One of the organizers claims, "it was jubilant and joyful and people had a
great time."(120) Counter-demonstrators from the conference protested,
but the over 500 women who walked through Huairou streets vastly
outnumbered them. One marcher remembers that "the environment
created by the attacks on women’s sexuality was so oppressive, and even
the tension among allies was so uncomfortable, that some lesbians felt
fueled by a sense of outrage. There was a ‘revolutionary hilarity’ about
it."(121)
The Chinese government and the UN guards were hardly the main source
of attacks, however. Rather, these came most virulently–and effectively-from the coalition described above: between religious groups,
recalcitrant states, and conservative NGOs. And it was here that an old
pattern was solidified and extended, which would dominate the response
of the right to women’s organizing in many countries for years to come.
Lesbians at the conference represented, in a sense, the "vulnerable flank"
of sexual rights advocates, and indeed of the women’s movement in
general.(122) Opponents exploited their presence, using it to attack

sexual rights principles and attempting to discredit the term "gender" and
the idea of reproductive rights altogether. Pamphlets and flyers circulated
in both government and NGO sessions throughout the conference,
warning of conspiracies by "Gender Feminists" and launching broadside
attacks on the proposed Platform for Action. Many of these pamphlets
were signed by shadowy "Coalitions" of NGOs, some of which had no
addresses or other identifying information; the origins of some flyers were
wholly untraceable.(123)
A number of themes dominated these attacks. One was that sexual
orientation or sexual rights would represent an unacceptable "new right."
In fact, the Cairo conference had seen wide agreement "that the use of
the language of reproductive rights did not create new rights within the
UN system, but rather worked to ensure that the interpretation of existing
rights extended into the areas of family and reproductive relations." Sexual
rights simply furthered this paradigm by including more realms of
experience, as one feminist has observed, extending "international human
rights protection to the terrain of sexuality."(124) However, conservative
forces warned delegates repeatedly that human rights were being
elasticized and, in the process, degraded.
In practice, these same forces were themselves striving to weaken core
rights protections. Some conservatives worked to undermine the central
idea of the indivisibility of human rights, arguing that some rights are more
equal than others: some delegations strategically placed the term
"universal" before certain "rights" to imply that those rights had gained
unequivocal agreement while other rights, by contrast, were still up for
discussion. Other arguments saw "universal human rights" as excluding "the
right of women to enjoyment of nationally protected human rights which
may go beyond those guaranteed by international law."(125) Thus
national provisions (such as the South African constitution’s bar against
discrimination based on sexual orientation) which went further than
existing international precedents might actually be rolled back in the
name of a narrower interpretation of discrimination.
An overall thrust of these arguments, though, was to demonstrate that
women’s bodies, and women’s lives, were not a realm for rights
protections at all, but a matter for families and doctors, if not for state
regulation. As an unsigned paper circulated at the conference held:
Gender Feminists attempt . . . to confuse the issue by linking sexual and
reproductive rights with sexual and reproductive health. The term sexual
and reproductive rights as used by Gender Feminists refers to the right to
engage in various behaviors. Health does not include the right to engage

in behaviors some of which are unhealthy, others of which are dangerous
to society and particularly to children. Neither women or men can be said
to have absolute sexual and reproductive rights . . . [except] the right to
marry and to found a family.(126)
A second, linked theme was that "the family" was under threat.
Significantly, the term was rarely heard in the plural. The diversity of
families in different cultures, as well as the range of human relationships
and choices, was lost in this single monolithic noun. Conservative forces
seemed determined to promote a form of family largely confined to the
industrialized North. Another unsigned paper warned that the draft
Platform, which "promotes the homosexual/lesbian agenda," is "hostile to
the family, marriage, motherhood, and fatherhood." As Diane Otto, an
Australian lawyer , has noted, "Although states had agreed [at previous
conferences] that ‘various forms of the family exist,’ efforts were made in
Beijing to restrict its meaning to that of two-parent heterosexual family
within which women’s role is primarily that of mother."(127) She continues:
Women’s sexual and reproductive rights are thereby understood as
"human rights" only insofar as women share them with their male partners
in the context of heterosexual family formations. The effect is that
reproduction and sexual rights are available to women as human rights
only by association with men, on the basis of equality with men, and not
as human rights attached specifically to women’s bodies and enjoyed by
women independently from men.(128)
A third theme the right invoked was that of sovereignty, with nationalism
following in its wake. Struggles for equality were pitted against national
independence and integrity. One flyer–circulated by the "International
Co-Ordinator of Associations Beijing ’95 (Signed by NGOs Representing 50
Million Women Worldwide), Coalition for Women and the Family and
Muslim Campaign for Women and the Family"–read, "SPEAK OUT . . . OR
SURRENDER YOUR SOVEREIGNTY." "Don’t let the European Union impose
their failed policies on your nation," it warned: "by insisting on national
sovereignty . . . you will be representing the aspirations of the
overwhelming majority of women (and men) in your nation: especially on
such important matters as the family, parental rights and responsibilities,
sexual rights and reproductive health." A flyer from the "Members from
Developed Countries of the NGO Coalition for Women and the Family"
offered to "apologize to people from the less developed world," for the
Platform for Action’s "direct attack on the values, cultures, traditions and
religious beliefs of the vast majority of the world’s peoples." The flyer tried
to cement developing countries in loyalty to its Christian-tinged version of
the moral law: "It is tragic that the developing countries have to retreat

behind national sovereignty to defend universal principles of respect for
the family, motherhood, marriage, morality, and chastity, as though these
were peculiar backward customs."(129)
The argument heard again and again, though, was that any mention of
"gender," "sexuality," "sexual rights," or associated terms meant giving
official approval to sexual perversion. "The expressions ‘sexual rights’ and
‘sexual orientation,’" a flyer warned, are being used to promote
homosexuality
lesbianism
sexual relationships outside of marriage
sexual relationships for adolescents.
Another flyer threatened that the Platform for Action "seeks to promote
abortion, depraved sexual behavior, homosexuality, lesbianism, sexual
promiscuity, and sex for children." And others asked: "Do sexual rights and
sexual orientation include: a right to have sex with children (pedophilia), a
right to buy and sell women’s bodies (prostitution),(130) a right to have sex
with family members (incest), a right to have sex with another person’s
spouse (adultery)?" The text ends with a dramatic warning: "Sexual activity
outside marriage can not only endanger the health of the participants,
but also spread diseases to innocent spouses and their children."
Lesbians in NGOs and their allies were hampered in responding to these
attacks by the opacity of the conference setting and structure. Most
notably, it was physically difficult to gain access to official plenary
sessions. The NGO forum was held in Huairou, segregated over an hour’s
distance from the official government sessions in Beijing. The Holy See–with
its observer status at the United Nations allowing it free run of the official
events, and with its strong ties to conservative NGOs with religious bases,
particularly in the global North–was uniquely positioned to move
information, resources, and personnel across this institutional and physical
divide between governments and NGOs.
Lesbian visibility also brought criticism from some other women. Not all
supporters of sexual rights agreed with the tactics taken by the lesbian
caucus. Demonstrations, it was hinted, might interfere with "critically
important agendas" of the conference. Some sexual rights advocates
admonished caucus advocates for behaving in a "non-UN fashion."(131)
Others argued that lesbian visibility was a critically important agenda of
the conference: lesbian movements would gain immeasurably from an
international public presence, and sexual rights advocacy would be

strengthened by vigorous supporters many of whose freedoms, and even
lives, were at stake.
By the last week of the conference, four references to sexual orientation
remained in the draft text of the Platform for Action, mainly in sections
dealing with discrimination and health. Rachel Kyte, then a women’s
health advocate for a US NGO, suggests that "most supporters of sexual
rights and sexual orientation had not expected these references to have
advanced to this stage. No one had really been prepared . . . in
comparison with how strategically organized other issues in human rights
and health were."(132)
Many recall a tense and hostile climate by the conference’s end. Some
propaganda called "sexual orientation" a cover for bestiality.(133) One
participant remembers that conference spaces intended to allow open
conversations about women’s rights became "incredibly oppressive" sites
of "perverse and twisted hatred."(134) Yet for many this only made the
urgency of persuading the UN to address sexual orientation all the more
clear.
On September 13, NGOs and caucuses were allowed to address
government delegates in the conference Main Committee. Palesa
Beverly Ditsie, a South African veteran of the anti-apartheid movement,
delivered a forceful statement on behalf of the lesbian caucus:
Every day, in countries around the world, lesbians suffer violence,
discrimination and harassment because of their sexual orientation. Their
basic human rights -- such as the right to life, to bodily integrity, to
freedom of association and expression — are violated. Women who love
women are fired from their jobs; forced into marriages; beaten and
murdered in their homes and on the streets; and have their children taken
away by hostile courts. Some commit suicide due to the isolation and
stigma that they experience within their families, religious institutions and
their broader community.
If the World Conference on Women is to address the concerns of all
women, it must similarly recognize that discrimination based on sexual
orientation is a violation of basic human rights. … [If the term "sexual
orientation" is] omitted from the relevant paragraphs, the Platform for
Action will stand as one more symbol of the discrimination that lesbians
face, and of the lack of recognition of our very existence.
No woman can determine the direction of her own life without the ability
to determine her sexuality. Sexuality is an integral, deeply ingrained part of

every human being’s life and should not be subject to debate or
coercion. Anyone who is truly committed to women’s human rights must
recognize that every woman has the right to determine her sexuality free
of discrimination and oppression.
At approximately 3:30 in the morning on September 15, in the
conference’s final negotiating session, the remaining references to sexual
orientation came up for discussion by the Main Committee. A charged
debate about the universality of human rights and competing cultural
and religious norms had just taken place.(135) Delegates and NGO
representatives were exhausted; many nudged one another awake,
knowing that the final moments of the evening would not only be
dramatic, but could set the course of future work on sexual rights.(136)
The South African Minister of Health, Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma,
eloquently framed the debate:
After the long history of discrimination in South Africa, we decided that
when we were the government we would not discriminate against any
group of persons, no matter how small their proportion in the population.
To show that we do not have a short memory regarding matters of
discrimination, our constitution has a non-discriminatory clause and
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is prohibited. Though the
number of people may be small, we do not discriminate against them, as
we do not discriminate against anyone. We support the inclusion of sexual
orientation in the Platform.(137)
Many more countries than expected supported the South African stance,
identifying discrimination as the central issue. New Zealand stated, "This is
about full equality and what it means for women. We are dealing with
discrimination and the right to be free from discrimination in all
circumstances. The reference to sexual orientation is a recognition of this
right."Switzerland stated, "Deleting the reference to sexual orientation will
not delete the people it is intended to protect." Slovenia affirmed, "This is a
question of a woman’s basic right to freely decide for herself regarding
her body and her sexuality. Today’s debate shows us that this is a crucial
issue of women’s human rights." And Barbados stated, "Equality is an
essential element for development and peace. We should ensure that no
women will be discriminated against."
Objections to the references (like many comments in support) were
greeted with occasional cheers from parts of the audience. Benin stated,
"This is a non-subject for this conference . . . We do not want this
conference to go down as the conference on the sexual revolution . . .

We want a dignified and historical Platform." Bangladesh warned, "Sexual
orientation has a hidden meaning. In future this will open the floodgates
to many behaviors that we cannot accept . . . The whole dignity of the
document and of women throughout the world may be washed away."
Cote d’Ivoire said, "The majority of women have real problems. Sexual
orientation only concerns Western women who have no problems."
Venezuela stated, "this is a personal and private matter and should not be
included in the Platform."
Some delegates indicated incomprehension. Sudan stated, "It is difficult in
English and Arabic to define what this means. This is something unnatural.
Instead of wasting our time trying to bring here new terminology, if we
speak about priorities, the majority of women in the world are expecting
us to deal with poverty and disease. People might see sex and not
development . . . We object to the presence of this term. This is a refusal,
not a reservation." A delegate from Belize identified lesbians with other
sexualized groups, warning that the document might protect "strip-tease
dancing and prostitution." Syria asked, "Why are we harming other
important causes and looking for exceptions? We should delete this
language so that we can go home to our countries with the equality and
dignity of human rights." The Yemenese delegation stated that if the
language stood, "we would [have] a hard time going home." Nigeria
stated, "Sexual orientation should be kept in a cooler."
Some delegations voiced concern about the opposition’s vituperative
tone. The United States objected "to such comments being made at a
women’s conference"; the Brazilian delegate stated, "I was disturbed by
the way the room dealt with this matter." After an hour of discussion,
however, the Chair declared that it saw no consensus forming and had
"no alternative but to delete the bracketed text." The gavel came down.
Some conservative delegates and NGO representatives rose, cheering
and hugging, as they celebrated the exclusion. The pain of supporters
was visible and intense. Rachel Kyte remembers "a profoundly lonely
moment; people were in tears."(138)
Sexual orientation had been written out of the Platform. It had been
permanently written into the memories of participants, however. Kyte
recalls:
One woman, a delegate, told the story of looking around the room during
the last late night session, looking at the faces of women from all over the
world, most of whom were strangers — and it became clear upon seeing
the pain in their eyes that this work on sexuality was so deeply personal. It

became clear to her that there was so much of her personal life in her
negotiation. It was a reminder that when you negotiate with words, you’re
fundamentally negotiating people’s lives, their choices, their lifestyles, their
integrity.(139)
The issue of sexual orientation had reached the floor; it had been the
subject of a sustained if bitter debate during a major UN meeting. The
alliances lesbian women made in Beijing, among themselves and with
other women, would remain a powerful spur to action.
But "sexual orientation" was an organizing tool for more than lesbians and
their allies. Catholic countries (spearheaded by the Holy See, but
including states such as Guatemala, Honduras, and other Latin American
countries) had joined with Arab states such as Iran, Sudan, and Syria, and
with a critical mass of sub-Saharan African governments. The force
enabling this improbable alliance was the fear that sexual orientation,
and sexuality in general, could arouse. A rhetoric combining nationalism,
moral absolutism, and intolerance had proven that it could overcome its
own logical contradictions by invoking a demonized enemy. At both local
and international levels, its power would continue to be proven.
B. Fear of gender, fear of sexuality, fear of justice
The Beijing conference had hardly ended when attacks on the Platform
for Action were renewed. The reservations to the document tabled by the
Holy See indicated the line these attacks would take. The Vatican
asserted that the document was dominated by sexuality.
Surely we can do better than to address the health needs of girls and
women by paying disproportionate attention to sexual and reproductive
health. Moreover, ambiguous language concerning unqualified control
over sexuality and fertility could be interpreted as including societal
endorsement of abortion and homosexuality… [The right of women to
have control over … their sexuality is an] ambiguous term [that] could be
understood as endorsing sexual relationships outside heterosexual
marriage.
The section on health"devotes a totally unbalanced attention to sexual
and reproductive health in comparison to women’s other health needs…
A document that respects women’s dignity should address the health of
the whole woman. A document that respects women’s intelligence
should devote at least as much attention to literacy as fertility" And "The
Holy See can only interpret such items as ‘women’s right to control their

sexuality,’ ‘women’s right to control … their fertility’ or’ couples and
individuals’ as referring to the responsible use of sexuality within marriage."
In its critique of the human rights principles in the Platform, the Holy See
pointed, as it would continue to point, to the word "gender" and the
subversive possibilities it might contain:
In accepting that the word "gender" in this document is to be understood
according to ordinary usage in the United Nations context, the Holy See
associates itself with the common meaning of that word, in languages
where it exists. The term "gender" is understood [to be] grounded in
biological sexual identity, male or female. … The Holy See thus excludes
dubious interpretations based on world views which assert that sexual
identity can be adapted infinitely to suit new and different purposes.
And, the reservations stressed, "The Holy See recalls that the mandate of
the Fourth World Conference on Women did not include the affirmation of
new human rights."(140)
All these themes would recur. They met and melded again during the
1998 UN negotiations in Rome to conclude a treaty to create an
International Criminal Court (ICC).(141) Preparing for the Diplomatic
Conference which would finalize the treaty, women’s human rights
activists around the world formed a Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice.
The Women’s Caucus worked to ensure that the new court would have
substantive jurisdiction over war crimes and crimes against humanity, and
that gender violence and persecution would be included in those
categories. During the Preparatory Committee meetings leading up to the
Rome Conference, the Women’s Caucus won the mention of rape, sexual
slavery, enforced pregnancy, forced sterilization, forced prostitution, and
other crimes of sexual violence within those definitions. The term "gender"
was included in the draft document in several contexts. The struggle in
Rome would be to keep these references in place.
All these wordings would tangibly increase women’s ability to bring cases
against perpetrators. The Women’s Caucus also sought to promote
adequate redress by ensuring that the Court would have balance
between male and female judges; staff with expertise in gender-based
violations; and guarantees both for the participation and the protection
of victims and witnesses.
Alda Facio, one of the founders of the Women’s Caucus and its first
Executive Director, observes that women "didn’t necessarily know how
forceful the attacks on gender, the Women’s Caucus and individual

women would be throughout the proceedings."(142) According to
Rhonda Copelon, also one of the group’ founders, "The caucus was not
widely welcomed. Many delegates considered attention to the
prerequisites of gender justice to be unnecessary, since, in their
perception, ‘neutral rules would take care of it.’ For many, it was the first
time they had to deal with a women’s rights agenda and with its
advocates as an organized force. Many had ‘advice’ or criticism for the
Caucus: ‘Don’t be so pushy;’ ‘You’re not dressed properly; ‘Don’t worry,
we’ll take care of your concerns."(143)
Attacks on gender issues during the ICC negotiations were couched in
the same terms as those in Beijing, and came from many of the same
actors. The Holy See, relying on delegates from countries in Latin America
and Africa in particular, joined forces with a number of Arab League
delegations to launch a systematic attack on use of the term "gender"
and gender-based concerns throughout the document. According to
Copelon, "they were assisted by an ever-increasing number of North
American groups identifiable for their anti-choice, anti-feminist, antihomosexuality and anti-UN stance." These groups campaigned to write all
eleven references to "gender" out of the draft document: to eliminate
criminalization of gender-based persecution, all references to gender
violence, and all requirements of gender expertise.
Much about the negotiations’ progress remains shrouded in secrecy. Key
work took place in sessions called "informals," which are usually closed to
NGO participants; no public written record is kept. Although delegates
sometimes left the meeting rooms to talk with NGO representatives, the
lack of transparency at these negotiations, and the exclusion of civil
society actors from many UN processes, hampered advocacy efforts.(144)
The Holy See could once again use its observer status to transcend these
difficulties; advocates from NGOs found it harder.
However, it is clear that the campaign to write gender out moved forward
by trying to write "sexual orientation" into the general understanding of
what gender meant. There was neither a lesbian and gay lobby nor a
sexual rights lobby at the Rome proceedings. However, one NGO
representative suggests, "People attacking gender justice made it seem
as if a sexual orientation lobby was there."(145) Gender issues were
identified as concealing sexual orientation as a secret agenda.
Gender, that is, was deliberately conflated with homosexuality. Enemies of
the term presented it as a cover under which women’s advocates tried to
insinuate homosexuality into sections of the statute. The tactic drew
effectiveness from some delegates’ claims that "gender" is not readily

translatable into many languages or that they had never heard the term
before.(146) According to Widney Brown, Advocacy Director of the
Women’s Rights Division of Human Rights Watch, a delegate from
Azerbaijan actually left one meeting to seek clarification from NGO
representatives about what "gender" meant. He claimed delegates were
being told that it meant homosexuality: since homosexuality was illegal in
Azerbaijan, he was unsure of how to proceed.(147)
Facio remembers that at least three days of discussion were given over to
exploring the definition and implications of "gender." Opponents argued
for its complete erasure, or for interpretations of gender privileging the
"essential," or biologically-grounded, roles of men and women. Copelon
suggests that "many of the comments made were indicative of the
irrational fear raised by a women’s political agenda." During a brief
debate open to NGOs, she recalls, a Syrian delegate protested that if
women had equality, they would stop bearing children.(148)
Opponents of gender justice may have overplayed their hand. Brown
speculates that their tactics led government delegates to compare notes
among themselves about the misinformation they had been force-fed,
and support for maintaining "gender" in the document grew
accordingly.(149) Copelon recalls that when the Holy See, the United
Arab Emirates, and others proposed in a working group that the entire
discrimination clause be taken out of the document, the very extremity of
the suggestion "turned the corner" in favor of gender.(150)
Although the term was not written out of the statute, in the end it was
hedged by qualifications. The "gender" games were not mere wordplay:
they had practical effects, as right-wing lobbyists openly asserted the
moral urgency of making certain that lesbians and gay men could never
use the ICC to claim redress for persecution. Thus the primary persecution
clause–after defining "persecution" as "the intentional and severe
deprivation of fundamental rights contrary to international law by reason
of the identity of the group or collectivity"–retained language which
specified "Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on
political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender grounds."
Elsewhere, though, gender was defined restrictively so as to make this
inclusion palatable–and narrow its effects. Paragraph 3 of the Statute
reads:
For the purpose of this Statute, it is understood that the term "gender"
refers to the two sexes, male and female, within the context of society.
The term "gender" does not indicate any meaning different from the
above."

The qualification appeared designed to foreclose the possibility that
"gender" could be taken to include sexual orientation, or that lesbians and
gay men could be recognized as an "identifiable group or collectivity"
subject to persecution. Whether the language actually does so remains to
be seen–so successful were the right’s efforts at confusion that the
wording’s implications cannot be fully gauged until the treaty enters into
force.
Attacks on gender turned easily into attacks on individual women’s
advocates. Betty Murungi, a member of the Women’s Caucus from
Kenya, tells of repeated challenges: "I was accosted by two [African]
delegates who wanted to know why I was associating … with ‘a bunch of
lesbians’ (his words) and why I was allowing myself to be used by
American lobbyists for abortion." One of the delegates "expressed
concern that I might become a lesbian myself, to which I responded that
that would be my personal choice." Murungi was also targeted and
aggressively lobbied by U.S. and Canadian anti-reproductive freedom
delegates and NGO representatives, as well as the Holy See, "who all
seemed to imagine that I did not have a mind of my own and was just
going along with my American friends. I repeatedly had to point out to
these delegates the diverse composition in terms of nationality of the
Women’s Caucus delegation."(151)
According to Facio, some women went out of their way to identify
themselves in public as married or as mothers, so as to avoid being
labeled lesbians.(152) One member of the Women’s Caucus recalls
approaching a male government delegate and beginning a discussion of
the failure to prosecute war crimes. "Within the first few minutes of a
conversation having nothing to do with gender, he looked at me and
said, ‘You are disgusting.’" The man walked off. "‘I was left wondering," the
woman recalls, "how effective I can ever be in the political work I do, if all
anyone ever sees is my sexuality."(153)
"A.," a member of a Latin American government delegation who was also
a member of the Women’s Caucus, remembers one sharp personal
attack. The Ambassador from the Vatican to the Latin American country
she represented sent a letter to the country’s president, asking him to
remove "A". from the delegation because she was a lesbian. "A." claims
that another Latin American delegate, with connections to the Catholic
Opus Dei group, also called her president, and related false information
about her statements during the conference. Her government did not
remove her from the delegation; they did, however, limit the participation
of NGOs in future delegations to international conferences. The Vatican,
"A." says, has "strong links" with her government: "They tell the government

what to do regarding sexuality education in schools, and reproductive
issues. . . They’re very efficient because they don’t have to cover much
territory. They don’t care about the death penalty, arms trade, or the
victims of human rights abuses. They’re so dirty, they can lie, destroy
people’s lives and call themselves Catholic."(154)
Such attacks, and such tactics, have continued in other international
settings. During the 44th Session of the Commission on the Status of
Women (CSW), in March 2000, an unprecedently large contingent of
conservative organizations was represented. The CSW’s responsibilities
include formulating policy on women’s concerns, and facilitating the
mainstreaming of gender issues through the UN system. This year,
however, the CSW was serving as a Preparatory Committee for "Beijing
+5," the fifth-year review of the Beijing conference. Conservatives saw this
as an opportunity to break the links between gender, sexuality, and
human rights established at Beijing.
Of the 1700 individual representatives of NGOs at the CSW, some 300-350
were conservative opponents of the Beijing Platform for Action, most
representing the US religious Right, accredited through fewer than ten
NGOs based in the US and Canada.(155) In contrast, nearly 300
organizations based in over 50 countries, from all regions of the world,
formed a "Coalition of NGOs in Support of the Beijing Platform for Action."
The CSW met in order for governmental delegations to discuss
implementation of the Beijing Platform for Action over the previous five
years. The goal was to produce a new document as a guide toward fully
achieving the Platform’s goals. In the drafting of the document, language
mentioning sexual orientation was provisionally included: proposed
recommendations called for the review and repeal of discriminatory laws
(including laws against consensual homosexual acts between adults).
Old fears were raised in response. A newspaper called Vivant–published
daily during the CSW by the "NGO Caucus for Stable Families" and calling
itself "Pro-Family News From the United Nations"–wrote that "Western
delegations have worked in concert with radical-feminist NGOs and
sympathetic UN agencies to introduce phrases like ‘sexual and
reproductive rights,’ ‘emergency contraception’ and ‘sexual orientation’
into the Beijing +5 negotiating document. … [Developing nations] dug in
their heels against the ‘diversity’ term, which has not been defined in the
context of UN discussions, because of fears that Western delegations and
UN activists will open the term up to obtain sanction for homosexuality
[sic] relationships or other anti-family policies."(156) Vivant explained that
"Pro-family leaders say that the West’s insertion of ‘sexual orientation’

references into the Beijing+5 document is another affront to the
sovereignty of religiously minded . . . nations. ‘The insertion of
homosexuality into the document is an expected and typical insult by the
industrialized west on the people in the developing world.’"(157)
Vivant defended the manners of its militant leadership to its readership:
Another familiar tactic radical activists employ to suppress contrary
opinions at UN gatherings is to claim erroneously that pro-family NGO
representatives are engaging in unfair tactics. In reality, the large
contingent of pro-family participants at the Beijing+5 PrepCom have been
distinguished by their courtesy, their willingness to engage in constructive
dialogue, and their ready acceptance of the democratic right of those
with opposing views to express those views freely.(158)
Others had a different view. Members of an NGO caucus on lesbian
concerns which tried to meet regularly during the CSW found the "profamily" activists particularly invasive. Representatives of NGOs with antihomosexuality agendas attended and in some cases disrupted meetings.
Issues of confidentiality were paramount to caucus members: for some of
the women attending, being "outed" in their home countries meant great
personal danger. The Right displayed an intimidating interest in
discovering not just what lesbian women were strategizing and saying, but
exactly who they were.
The official Conference of NGOs in Consultative Relationship to the
Economic and Social Council of the UN (CONGO) allotted meeting rooms
to groups during the CSW. These meetings were publicly posted: all NGOs
could know when and where the lesbian caucus gathered. US "pro-family"
representatives, including men, repeatedly attended lesbian caucus
events. According to a CONGO staffer, on a day when the lesbian
caucus had not reserved space, two women who identified themselves
as "supporters of family and motherhood" visited the CONGO office,
demanding to know where the meeting was. When CONGO staff
explained that no meeting was booked, the two women accused the
staff of hiding information and protecting the lesbian caucus. They
demanded to be admitted to a private office next to the CONGO office,
as they assumed (wrongly) the lesbian caucus was meeting there.(159)
During one workshop on issues of sexuality, members of US antireproductive rights organizations--including Concerned Women For
America and the Right To Life Party--were observed copying names and
contact information from an attendance sheet. An editor of the Vivant
newspaper commented, on introducing herself, that "it was nice to put

faces to all your names." Charlotte Bunch, the panel chair, saw the
statement as "definitely intended to let us know that they know who some
of us are, and that our names are known to them."(160)
During a second lesbian caucus panel, priests standing throughout the
room read aloud from Bibles during presentations. One panelist, a former
nun, was encircled and taunted by seven religious extremists who had
heard her presentation. UN security guards had to intervene to extract her
from the circle.
Four mainstream international NGOs issued a statement deploring the
interventions of US "pro-family" forces:
It has been widely noted with concern that advantage had been taken
of geographical proximity to bring in people, most of whom are unaware
of United Nations procedures … Their activities have included …removing
documents, intimidating NGO representatives and giving biased
information. The NGO community is deeply concerned about the
difficulties the presence and methods of this large group have caused
within both NGO and Government delegations. It fears the difficulties
created may lead to grave misrepresentation of women and their
interests world-wide.(161)
Even government delegations took notice. The European Union, in an oral
closing statement, commented that it had "come to [delegates’]
knowledge … [that] work of NGOs has been hindered and disturbed by
some representatives of organizations that decided to express their views
not in the fair way that we would expect and tried to disrupt the work of
others."(162)
Such "grave misrepresentation" has become a routine feature of many
international meetings. The forces mustered against women’s rights have
advantages at their disposal. One women’s health advocate suggests
that the Holy See, in particular, "has a strong institutional memory"
because it has resources enough to send delegates--often the same
delegates--to most UN conferences where gender and women’s sexuality
might arise. Few NGOs can maintain such continuity and expertise.(163)
Widney Brown suggests some of the political costs. Advocacy for
women’s rights, she argues, represents the "vulnerable flank" and
unpopular margin of human rights work. Likewise, she suggests, work on
sexual orientation and gender identity represents the same "vulnerable
flank" within women’s human rights: the exposed point where a wider
agenda is least supported, easiest to assault.

We are the flank they choose to attack because we are perceived as
vulnerable. Under the guise of promoting respect for cultural values, we
become the tool used to attack the universality of human rights. People
can cite their own cultures and say, "In our culture, women can’t do this"
— so women become instruments to persuade others to accept the
argument of cultural relativity and to undermine universality. The Rome
conference and other conferences demonstrate that people use the
perception that homosexuality is "universally abhorrent" to attack
women’s human rights. They can then argue that working on women’s
human rights opens the door to sexual orientation.(164)
Rhonda Copelon perceives a similar agenda. Right-wing lobbies invent
lesbians when they cannot find them, she observes. They need sexuality
(despite their vocal abhorrence of it) to shore up their own positions. Their
language about lesbians was "part of their attack on our legitimacy" and
of the validity of the entire idea of gender justice. "They way we were
treated, the way people used the accusation that we were lesbians, was
entirely linked to their idea that ‘women don’t belong’ and that ‘women
don’t behave.’" The whispers about women and the attempts to discredit
gender-related advocacy together represent, according to Copelon, "an
attack on all women’s rights, [centered on] women’s rights of sexual and
reproductive freedom." It is precisely where these attacks come together
in an assault on freedom that feminism and lesbian existence have their
strongest political connections.
III. Standing Up, Talking Back: The Impact on Local Organizing
Women's sexuality, like women's labour, is used to suit whatever the need
of the hour is. Why is it that women become so central at these times, and
otherwise we go on along on the margins hardly noticed? (166)
The following four stories, from Costa Rica, India, Poland, and Namibia,
illustrate the forms that attacks on women’s sexuality have taken over the
last ten years–both before and after the Beijing World Conference on
Women. They show how these attacks can directly affect women’s ability
to organize in the political realm, and to exercise their basic rights of
expression and association. They also show how the ideas advanced at
international conferences filter to, and inform, action at the local and
national level. Sometimes those ideas are distorted and demonized;
sometimes they remain intact, for movements to employ as a source of
support.
This chapter, then, is about civil society, the sphere in which people
construct political life for themselves: struggling to change or to

command the centers of state power, but working outside the state’s
control. All the countries described here are, in a formal sense,
democracies: citizens freely choose their governments, and state policy is
in principle subject to popular control. All the countries described here
also have vigorous civil societies, with organizations, interests, and
identities both competing and coalescing to influence the government
and carve out their own arenas for action.
What these examples suggest, however, is that democracy has its
discontents, and each civil society sets its limits. The promise of a
democratic community in which all citizens are equal, in which dignity is a
general possession, not something to be hoarded or earned, remains a
luminous one. In practice, democracy which is predicated upon equality
often turns against it. Politicians exploit discomfort with the elasticity of
equality, its seeming extendability to anyone; they rouse support by
fetishizing borders and demonizing Others who stand beyond them. Civil
society, too, often conceals an uneasiness with the prospect that
anything can be brought into the light of the public sphere. Groups
already established in their right to be there may resist competition for
space–may resent other claimants who employ the rhetorics of
democracy and rights.
In both cases, the external threat and the internal one can easily take
sexualized form. Lesbian activists, along with other women, have asserted
that sexuality is necessarily part of the public sphere--an object of
violence and discrimination, but also a fulcrum of resistance and of
communities to be formed. In Costa Rica, however, the state responded
by closing the national borders to lesbians, at one point literally ordering
the expulsion of women tourists who arrived unaccompanied by men. In
Namibia, politicians have stirred up popular support by violent threats
against "foreign" homosexuals. Enemies of civil society have thus exploited
sexuality to warp the free development of both. Civil society has also tried
to expel reminders of sex from its midst. In India and Poland, veterans of
democratic activism have looked askance at women who try to speak
not just of abstract freedoms, but of bodies and desires.
Bodies and desires are not the threat to democracy, though. The silence
around them is. Democracy and rights language suffer by not taking
sexuality into account. In India, mainstream NGOs with long histories of
defending civil rights were left unprepared for a wave of nationalist
violence which took women’s dissident desires as its favored target. In
Namibia, by contrast, a feminist NGO organizing along gender lines has
mounted an effective challenge to a monolithic ruling party, showing a

largely male and politically traditional opposition something about how to
build a movement.
Most importantly, then, this chapter is about how women come together,
combat repression, and learn from the experience. Women’s
organizations facing efforts to divide them along lines of sexuality, or to
silence them altogether, need not surrender or succumb. Alliances have
been achieved, and strengthened; resistance has succeeded. Some
organizations have chosen to ignore attacks; others have mounted
campaigns of effective response. The examples recounted here reveal
how women have faced down hatred with courage, and prejudice with
patient determination.
A. Costa Rica: "We really believed we were free"
Are there secure spaces where women can gather as lesbians? Can
conversations about women’s sexuality proceed in safety?
Ten years ago, Costa Rican lesbians believed so. They learned otherwise.
They found that a simple discussion of women’s sexuality so threatened
Church and state that, even after being reduced to secrecy and hiding,
the gathering was still hunted down. And the government declared itself
willing to close the country’s borders to nonconforming women–instructing
officials to turn away women travelling without men–in order to stop the
discussion from taking place: a further declaration that the national
territory itself offered no space to speak, no place to hide.
In 1990, the Costa Rican lesbian group Las Entendidas organized an
"Encuentro" for lesbians from the Latin American region. The event was
modelled after feminist Encuentros held every three years in the region,
festive gathering spaces for all women which had also provided
opportunities for lesbians to meet together and discover common
agendas. This would be, however, only the second Encuentro specifically
for lesbians–one other had been held in Mexico in 1987. Costa Rican
lesbians were particularly excited to host such an event in their home
country: a showcase state in Latin America, with a democratic
government, a constitution protecting freedom of speech and
association, and a relatively permissive climate for minorities, including
lesbians and gay men.. Harassment and violence by police and the
public were sometimes directed at the latter groups, but were not
rampant. A number of lesbian and gay bars in downtown San Jose
provided a relatively safe space for groups of people to socialize and be
"out." The Encuentro appeared to offer an exciting organizing opportunity,
and a place where women from the region could talk, strategize about

political agendas, and get to know one another in a relaxed atmosphere.
So, at least, the organizers thought.
There was to be no safe space. Instead, the 1990 Encuentro created a
stage for the most public and vitriolic attack against lesbians that Costa
Rica had witnessed to date. According to one of the primary organizers of
the event, Alda Facio, "we were naïve, we were so excited, we didn’t
even think about hiding or about the potential for violence."(167)
The meeting was planned for the last weekend of April in 1990. In midMarch it was finally decided to hold the event in a site offered by the
Episcopal Church.
Five days after the site was confirmed, an article about the lesbian
meeting appeared in El Expreso, one of the main national newspapers.
The first in a series of press attacks, the article called for cancellation of
the meeting and a "return" to moral standards in Costa Rican society. It
warned that "moral groups" were mobilizing to oppose the meeting, and
that these groups had the backing of the Roman Catholic Church.(168)
The article warned that the gathering would damage the country’s
image, as well as the moral education of youth. "Gatherings of this type
are common in the United States," the article intoned, but in Costa Rica
the public, and proud, presence of lesbians in various cities was "extreme"
and represented a danger to national "norms."
The El Expreso article emphasized the fact that the first day of the
gathering was Good Friday. The author found the fact the congress
coincided with Holy Week a direct affront to "Costa Rican religious habits."
According to a Las Entendidas analysis of the press surrounding the event,
subsequent articles accused the lesbian meeting of being a frontal attack
on the Church; the press accused lesbians of promoting rituals and led
readers to believe that many killed babies as an act of defiance to
Christianity. In an anti-Semitic affront, according to Facio, they also
associated lesbians with Jews: Jews were Christ-killers, and if Christ-killers,
and if lesbians gathered on the days sacred to Christ’s death, they were
virtually re-enacting the Crucifixion.(169)
The fact that Holy Week and the Encuentro overlapped was not a
coincidence. Neither, however, was it a gauntlet thrown down to the
Church. The meeting’s organizers knew that most Latin American
employers give workers holiday time during Holy Week; this might provide
the only way for women to travel without taking days from work.
Moreover, many lesbians were closeted at work, and concerned for the
safety of their jobs if they were outed. Facio suggests that "Women could

say they were leaving town for Holy Week; they couldn’t necessarily say
they were leaving for a lesbian meeting in San Jose."
The damage had been done by the El Expreso article. According to the
Costa Rican constitution, Catholicism is the official religion of the state: the
state in turn funds the Church. An intimate connection between the
Church and the government affects not just state policy but the
disposition of the press. Facio asserts that "there really is no right-wing
press" in Costa Rica because "all the press is conservative--there is no
other wing." She holds that major papers with the exception of the
university newspaper are either directly linked to the Church or represent
Church positions on most issues.(170) The Catholic Church has a strong
presence on the Costa Rican airwaves as well. This influence had direct
and intimidating consequences for the lesbian Encuentro.
A journalist from another large mainstream newspaper, La Nacion,
contacted one of the Encuentro organizers a few days after the first El
Expreso article, to request an interview. When the organizer declined, the
journalist threatened to publish damaging information about the meeting
without letting the organizers respond. Two of the organizers then agreed
to be interviewed, on condition of anonymity.
The article, when it appeared days later, quoted the organizers: "Straight
and lesbian women will analyze, together with AIDS experts, social
scientists and psychologists, issues as diverse as feminism and lesbianism,
lesbian mothers, sexuality, recreation, addictions, violence and repression.
A peaceful and study-oriented meeting can never be considered
immoral. Costa Rican society cannot deny that lesbianism exists."(171)
This defense had little effect. The following day, La Nacion published a
letter from Roman Arrieta Villalobos, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of
San Jose, in which he expressed the "deep pain" that the story about the
Encuentro caused him. He demanded that authorities intervene to ban
the event, which had blasphemously been planned "precisely beside the
sublime mysteries of our Lord’s passion, death and resurrection." And he
added patriotism to piety: "Costa Rica has always been characterized by
its human and spiritual values and a meeting of this nature is a slap in the
face of the country."
From that point on, according to Facio, "Every day in the press lesbians
were being accused of destroying Costa Rican society."(172) Lydia
Alpizar, a Costa Rican women’s rights advocate, claims ,"when this hit the
press it was like a bomb — it was a big scandal."(173)

A stream of telephone calls began coming to organizers’ homes— both
from the press and from people wishing to harass and intimidate the
women planning the Encuentro. Tensions within Las Entendidas grew. A
number of members were afraid of being "outed," either in the press or
generally, and losing their jobs as a result. The Encuentro organizers
decided to move up the date of the meeting and to keep the location
concealed--both in order to preclude further attacks in the press, and to
protect women planning to attend. They also agreed to shun further
publicity and to plan the event with the cover of secrecy. According to
Facio, it grew increasingly apparent that someone among the organizing
team was leaking information to the press.
Planning meetings were moved to people’s homes instead of public
places. The embattled organizing group took on a cell-like structure, with
information strategically given only to those who could be trusted and
who needed to know. Only two people knew where the new Encuentro
site was located, for instance; the rest of the group would be taken to the
site just before the event, and only after passing through a complicated
set of security precautions.
These precautions were unsuccessful. Newspapers learned that the
Encuentro had a new date and that the location had been changed.
They appealed to the public for information about the site, and called for
readers to watch for large groups of women congregating together.(174)
Readers were asked to call the press immediately if such "suspicious"
groups were found. The environment surrounding this media frenzy was
"very hostile," Facio asserts.
On April 11, Alvarez Desanti, the Minister of Government, announced that
he would not allow foreign lesbians into the country for what he still
thought was a meeting to take place in two weeks. (The Encuentro had
actually been rescheduled to begin on the day he presented his strategy
for keeping lesbians out of Costa Rica.) When pressed to explain how
lesbians could be identified and stopped at the country’s borders, he
asserted that women who had short hair, wear pants, and travelled alone
could be identified as lesbians. He instructed Costa Rican consulates not
to grant visas to women traveling unaccompanied by men, warning all
such women they would be stopped at the airport. The Minister informed
airlines that if they sold tickets to women traveling alone or to women who
appeared likely to attend the Encuentro, they would be required to
provide for the suspected lesbians’ immediate return.
"This is a democratic country," the Minister proclaimed, "where the right to
meet freely is protected by law. Nevertheless, there are ethical and moral

values that national authorities must defend: thus we consider that a
congress such as this affects our lifestyle and threatens the education and
moral principles that we try to teach our children."(175)
While the Minister was explaining how to to identify lesbians, the members
of the organizing committee met at a restaurant. There they received
sealed envelopes containing the names of people to pick up at the
airport. After picking up those women who made it through border
controls, they were then instructed to congregate at a specific place,
where they would proceed to the final destination, after making an
additional stop in order to confuse anyone who might have been
following the cars. Only the lead driver in each convoy was given the
destination: the rest were told only to follow the car in front of them. This
strategic secrecy may have helped keep the press at bay, but this came
at the cost of missing organizers and potential attendees. According to
Facio, "A lot of women got lost; they didn’t know where to go and we
couldn’t find them."
At the site--a rented house with walls surrounding the property--women
patrolled the grounds from sunset to sunrise, and doors were kept locked.
In seclusion, with thinned ranks of intimidated attendees, the Encuentro
took place, although not without incident. During the plenary on the last
day of the gathering, the hideout was discovered: the house was
surrounded by a group of men shouting insults and obscenities and
throwing stones over the walls. They attempted to break down the gates.
"We were really petrified. Some women wanted to run out, but we
convinced them that that would be too dangerous."(176) Although the
assailants at last relented, remaining social events were cancelled, for
fear of further harassment and intimidation. "Women spent the night in
anguish and terror."(177)
The next day, women were shuttled carefully out of the grounds of the
house; cars were loaded with as many women as they could hold.
A few women who chose not to attend the Encuentro explained in an
statement afterward that they made their decision when the
homophobic media campaign started. They stated that they were afraid
to attend the gathering because of potential ramifications: some feared
for their jobs, some were providers for families and could not face the risk
of being fired, others lived in the country without residence permits and
could not risk deportation.(178) Given the virulence of the media
campaign launched against women attending the Encuentro, such fears
appeared well-founded.

Many of these women quietly assisted with the Encuentro until the very
last moment, knowing they would be unable to attend. Some added their
names to an "emergency support list" of lawyers and others who could be
called on if emergencies arose. Many also said, though, that fear kept
them from reestablishing contact with Las Entendidas after the event.(179)
Las Entendidas (which had never been given legal status by the Costa
Rican state (180)) was severely damaged by the attacks on the
Encuentro. Suspicion and fear were part of the legacy of the event. Facio
suggests that "women were quite scared because of the hatred in the
media, and they felt at risk of exposure because they hadn’t identified
who among them had been leaking information to the press."
Ana Elena Obando, a Costa Rican women’s rights activist, remembers the
Encuentro as an example of "pioneering political organizing by a lesbian
feminist group." Yet the Encuentro also revealed the depth of
discrimination against lesbians, and the potential for violence, in Costa
Rican society. It showed that a proudly democratic state drew a limit
around tolerance, at the borders of sexual conformity–and reinforced this
limit at its own borders, turning away those whose appearance marked
them as refusing to conform. It shattered illusions, and starkly clarified the
urgency of action. Facio recalls that, until the Encuentro, "we really
believed we were free."(181)
B. India: "What is the need to show it?"
Not all activists around the world who address what, in the global North or
West, would be identified as "lesbian issues," do so as lesbians. This partly
attests to the particularity of nomenclature: women loving women in
many cultures and settings may find the term "lesbian" an imposition, or
inadequate to the richness of their lives. It also attests, though, to how
issues central to discussing women’s sexuality–questions, among others, of
bodily integrity and health, of the freedom to define oneself outside
traditional social structures, and of basic rights to expression and
association–cannot and must not simply be called "lesbian issues." They
are relevant to all women. Their impact, though multifarious, cuts across
classes, localities, and culture. They are matters of life and death for
women to whom the self-description "lesbian" might never occur.
India offers a powerful example of the complexities, divisions, and
alliances which activism on women’s sexuality can entail. In India, political
activism surrounding lesbian lives and identities has, for many years, taken
place in the context of feminist organizing around issues of "single
women." This movement seeks to explore, and defend, the lives of Indian

women who choose to exist outside the institution of heterosexual
marriage: or who, because of widowhood, divorce or desertion, must do
so. A 1993 report prepared for a National Seminar on Single Women
observes that heterosexual marriage and the birthing of sons bestow on
women a privilege, recognition and identity borrowed from the men to
whom they are attached--as well as certain legal rights denied to single
women. By contrast, to remain single is seen as a failure, an individual
aberration of character. Single women are pathologized and privatized,
rarely acknowledged as a collective identity or a group facing
discrimination.(182)
The single women’s movement seeks to foster the political identities of
women who are not married, women who, when visible at all, are seen as
deviant, either altogether asexual or infinitely available for sex. It also
seeks to "make singleness a viable alternative [to] and thereby question
the norms of compulsory marriage and a certain kind of family."(183)
In India, single women face not just invisibility, but eradication. There is
"widespread acceptance within the dominant community that a woman
without a husband [does] not deserve to live."(184) Widowed women
suffer far more than just bereavement: some struggle for financial survival,
as surviving male family members inherit the dead husband’s jobs, and
poverty, and refuse to support them; they may face pressure to marry
those male in-laws in order to keep property within the family. Some have
been burned to death; some have committed suicide, ashamed at the
loss of both livelihood and "honor."(185) Single women may be financially
exploited: believed to have few needs, they are paid less than other
wage-earners. Under both Hindu custom and Muslim personal law,
women deserted by their husbands face similar obstacles. They often must
struggle to live apart from their husbands’ families; they have few assets or
possibilities for employment.
Unmarried lesbians fall into (and began to gain a voice through) this
category of singleness. They too face endemic discrimination from families
and the state. Lesbians, too--faced with homophobia and invisibility, as
well as frequent attempts by families or authorities to separate them from
their lovers–have sometimes taken their own lives. As activists in India have
written, "The single woman who rejects marriage and chooses to control
her own sexuality, who chooses her own sexual partners, is the most
threatening and is given the least social sanction amongst all groups of
single women."(186)
The subsumption of lesbian issues within the single women’s movement,
however, created tensions when lesbians aimed at greater visibility.(187)

Although lesbian issues occasionally have been raised in a number of
Indian women’s venues, responses, according to lesbian activists, have
ranged from "hostility and dismissal to cautious acknowledgment."(188)
These tensions came to a head when, in late 1998, the Shiv Sena–a Hindu
nationalist party affiliated with the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
—launched a violent campaign against a film representing an emotional
and physical relationship between two middle-class Indian women.
Lesbian identity emerged as a public issue for the first time through
attacks on the film. The film, and that identity, were posited as alien to
nation and religion, a threat to the structures of family, marriage, and
reproduction which the right understood as sustaining the Indian state. As
such they became a useful tool in a long right-wing struggle to dismantle
the tottering secular and multiethnic character of that state.
During three months of controversy, mainstream defenders of the
embattled film rarely mentioned its lesbian content: instead, "lesbianism"
was left as a term for the nationalists to wield and circulate. Supporters of
the film instead focused on civic rights basic to a secular state, on
freedom of expression and artistic creativity. For those defending a
diverse and tolerant state, lesbian identity, a tool of the destroyers, was still
something to be elided or evaded. As a result, according to lesbian
activists, "the Shiv Sena and its sympathizers were able to pronounce their
condemnation of alternate sexualities without so much as a word of
protest."(189)
Indian lesbian groups such as Sakhi, Sangini and Stree Sangam–no longer
finding sufficient shelter in the single women’s movement–were driven to
take on a more public role. They named the attacks, and the attempts to
close the film, as violence against women in general, and lesbians in
particular.(190) After the protests, groups which had responded in
defense of lesbian identity formally founded the Campaign for Lesbian
Rights (CALERI)--to respond to nationalist attacks, to combat the "social
suppression of women’s sexuality," but also to "articulate and nurture the
troubled connections of lesbians in/with the women’s movement."(191)
The Campaign came together to build public consciousness both about
and among lesbians, and to articulate more clearly the issues they face.
The Campaign’s own account of the controversy was issued on the 25th
anniversary of Indira Gandhi’s notorious state of emergency: it explores
the tension between this new nationalist "emergency" and the "lesbian
emergence" it produced. The following narrative is largely based on it.
Fire, a film by Deepa Mehta, premiered in India in late 1998. In it, two
women, sisters-in-law living in the same home, are drawn together by their

growing frustrations with both their husbands and Indian patriarchal
tradition. A relationship of solidarity also becomes a sensual and sexual
one. A press release put out by the groups opposing censorship (many of
whom later founded CALERI) acknowedges that Fire is the first Indian film
to "explicitly acknowledge the existence of lesbianism … it also brings into
focus the critical issue of forced marriages and forced
heterosexuality."(192) It is partly for these reasons that the film touched off
an explosion.(193)
Protests began in Mumbai, where Shiv Sena was a powerful force in
Maharashtra state government. On December 2, 1998, the New Empire
theater in Mumbai was "stormed" by over 200 members of Shiv Sena, who
broke display windows, damaged ticket counters, and burned the poster
advertising the film. Earlier that day, Shiv Sena protesters had forced
another theater to stop its screening of Fire.
On December 3, the Hindi version of Fire was removed from theaters in
Pune following additional protests. On the same day, in Surat, the Bajrang
Dal, a nationalist organization affiliated with Shiv Sena, attacked two
theaters screening Fire and destroyed "everything in sight, forcing
audience members to flee."(194) In New Delhi, several video rental and
retain stores took Fire off their shelves.
Over the next few days and weeks, additional attacks targeted cinemas
in Delhi, Mumbai, and other cities. Struggles about women’s sexuality,
"essential" Indian culture, and Hindu nationalism continued to collide in
parliamentary and media debate. State officials supported or
condemned the protests, depending both on principles held and party
affiliation.
In the process, the nature of lesbianism became a topic of political and
parliamentary debate. Mukhtar Naqvi, Minister of State for Information
and Broadcasting, called lesbianism" a pseudo-feminist trend borrowed
from the West [which] is no part of Indian womanhood".(195) A journalist
tried to read homosexuality out of the ranks of sexualities altogether: "So,
lesbianism is not a sexual proclivity but it is something one can resort to as
a second best."(196) Lesbian sexuality appeared both as a plague and as
something to be kept profoundly private. Bal Thackeray, leader of Shiv
Sena, demanded, "Has lesbianism spread like an epidemic that it should
be portrayed as a guideline to unhappy wives not to depend on their
husbands?(197) Madhukar Sapordar, another Shiv Sena official, inquired,
"Do we have lesbian culture in our families? Surely, this film has put all of us
in a shameful light.(198) Another Shiv Sena leader asked, more plaintively:
"Even if these things are happening, what’s the need to show it?"(199)

Although Fire had been seen and approved for distribution by the Censor
Board of Film Certification (CB), members of Shiv Sena publicly called for a
further review. On December 4, the Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting sent Fire back to the CB to be re-reviewed because it had
‘caused public resentment leading to violent demonstrations and
opposition across the country."(200) While censors re-examined the film,
some theaters continued to show it; in others, it was taken off screens. Bal
Thackeray began listing conditions under which the group would allow
the film to be released. One called for the names of the two female
protagonists to be changed from Hindu names (Sita and Radha) to
Muslim names (Shabana and Saira).
Half-hearted defenses of the film in Parliament asked the government not
to censor it because it would allow lesbians to attain the luster of
martyrdom. "By doing this, we are driving alternative perspectives and
points of view underground and making heroes and heroines out of
assassins and lesbians. This does a disservice to the nation….we will make
murder and sexual deviation heroic."(201) The Censor Board was accused
of having released the film only because of government corruption.
Calls were made for local governments to launch police investigations
into the violent protests. On December 7, prominent actors, filmmakers,
and writers petititoned the Supreme Court to seek an explanation from
the state government of Maharashtra’s failure to ensure safe screenings of
the film. On the same day, thirty-two organizations, including artists’,
women’s and lesbian groups, along with other concerned citizens, staged
a 300-person peaceful demonstration against the Shiv Sena’s vandalism
and attacks on Fire. In an effort requiring "major collaboration" among
Indian progressive groups, organizers pulled together a large, coalitionbased demonstration in only three days.(202) Lesbians worked for a
presence in this protest, in what came to be the "foundational act"
leading to the formation of CALERI.
Some theaters cancelled Fire screenings; in others, as in Varanasi, security
was heightened for screenings which proceeded. Protests continued in
many cities and regions including New Delhi, Mumbai, and West Bengal.
The Janakpuri Residents Welfare Council demanded the filmmakers
apologize for making a film that offended the Hindu population by
portraying lesbianism. Fire’s director and at least one of the lead actresses
received death threats; Nandita Das, one of the stars, said, "I thought this
might turn out to be my last film."(203)
On January 4, 1999, eight people attacked a theater with sticks and
swords. On January 10, Bajrang Dal announced that it would urge the

Supreme Court to move against Fire, as well as an anthology of Pakistani
women writers, because these "hurt Hindu sentiments."(204) On February
12, the Censor Board announced that it would approve Fire with no cuts
or changes to the lead characters’ names. On February 25, the film was
formally re-authorized for release; on the same day, however, one of the
film’s producers announced that Fire would not appear in theaters
without Shiv Sena’s permission. On the following day Fire’s producers
made a "slight" change upon a demand from Bal Thackeray: they agreed
to omit the name of one character for screenings in Mumbai.
One Campaign member writes that as early as December 8, the day after
the mass protest against Shiv Sena’s attacks on Fire, the word "lesbian"
was on the front pages of every newspaper in Delhi, in stark contrast to
the silence and invisibility that had long enfolded lesbians within Indian
culture and within the mainstream women’s movement. It is this contrast
which governed another layer of the Campaign’s struggle -- not only to
condemn the protests against the film, but to develop common strategies
and alliances between lesbians and heterosexual feminists.
The Campaign for Lesbian Rights came together as a loose coalition of
lesbians and allies who had been connected to gender and other social
justice movements. The groups and individuals who formed the
Campaign were cemented by a "basic minimum stand on the link
between lesbianism and democratic rights, but pushing the issue forward
in individual ways."(205)
Maya Sharma, a member of CALERI, claims that "questions around
sexuality have been difficult to deal with even within the women's
movements." This is due at least in part to the ways lesbianism has melted
into the ranks of single women’s issues. Ashwini Sukthankar, another
CALERI member, suggests that, given the political climate and the value
in Indian society placed on certain patriarchal manifestations of culture
and tradition, "women’s issues are hard enough to bring up in many
orthodox settings. Lesbian and women’s groups have concerns about
their credibility - and with good reason."(206)
Sharma defines one primary conflict facing lesbians and other women in
strategizing over responses during the Fire controversy:
While organising the protest against Fire we had this difference: There
were women's groups who wanted to raise the issue as an attack on
freedom of expression. And there were others … who felt that raising the
issue as [simply one of] freedom of expressionwould be far from the truth.
The attack definitely came because it dealt with lesbians. And it was

important that we give it visibility. …And so we did much against a
number of women who felt we were doing a disservice, [that highlighting
lesbian experience] would take away support, and that we were dividing
women.(207)
The attacks meant to divide the nation-state along ethnic lines
threatened to divide the women’s movement along strategic ones. Even
before Fire broke out, it had been clear that different groups with different
constituencies privilege specific ways of addressing issues of sexuality. But
with the immediacy of the controversy, a "fuzzy line became a sharp
line,"as conflict mounted between women's groups who wanted to
foreground how the attacks targeted lesbians (even if lesbian issues
remained coded as "single women's issues"), and others who feared a
focus on lesbian sexuality as divisive and a trigger for a potential backlash.
"This was a reasonable concern," Sukthankar adds.(208)
The divisions did not break down into simple categories in which lesbian
and heterosexual women were pitted against one another. "It wasn’t as
simple as claiming that you were dealing with 'straight women who didn't
get it," Sukthankar says. "There had been a lack of conversation intended
to map out boundaries and strategies. [We hadn’t fully figured out] ways
to address lesbian issues within a context of broader organizing and
women's struggles."(209) Before the Fire explosion, no space had existed
for these discussions; now, amid the urgency of the assaults, there was no
time.
CALERI members suggest that Shiv Sena--as well as the general public-most likely did not expect a vocal, visible, lesbian response to attacks on
the film. "As long as the Shiv Sena made it clear that they were attacking
the film because of its explicit lesbian content, they could be assured that
no one would spoil their sport. Who, after all, would speak on behalf of
lesbians?"(210) Throughout the weeks of the controversy, lesbians were so
visible, and named as a group so clearly, that Fire’s filmmaker accused
them of "hijacking the protest."(211) And even some lesbians feared the
results. According to a CALERI member,
Even as organizers prepared for the demonstration and worked to mount
a response in solidarity with other groups, there was conflict among us.
There were protests from some about the use of the word "lesbian" in the
press statement. There was pressure to speak instead of "women-women
relationships." There were problems with the word "sexuality." … There was
an assertion that the person on the street was not ready to hear these
words.(212)

Lesbians asked one another how not to antagonize other protesting
groups, including civil rights, democracy-building, and human rights
organizations. Yet the controversy actually may have solidified some of
these alliances. In the past, Sukthankar says, these groups had treated
lesbian and gay rights as "a question of ‘personal choice’–therefore not a
legitimate area of concern when the broader framework is democratic
[or] human rights."(213) CALERI’s work, and the Fire storm, "challenged
that assumption in a very public way." With the attacks on the film,
activists reaching out to mainstream organizations "no longer had to
make the same kind of argument claiming that lesbian and gay issues
weren't a personal issue.There was a greater sense of solidarity among
social justice groups."(214)
Of the strategizing among women’s and lesbian groups during the weeks
when the Fire controversy raged, Sukthankar says,
I think many of us in the Campaign felt that it was more useful to think in
terms of issues than identities in building coalitions. We were focusing on
"lesbian sexuality" but we were not a "lesbian group" — the members of
the Campaign include straight men and women, and gay men. We also
felt that the best way to address conflict between people working
together was to do the work -- that if you have a deadline to meet, you
have an incentive to sort out your issues rapidly and concretely, so that
they don't get in the way. And, since our campaign was targeted towards
addressing a diverse range of people, from Supreme Court lawyers to
people using interstate bus terminals, it meant we had to tackle class
issues very quickly, and deal with the reality of having to work in Hindi and
be accessible to people.(215)
Sukthankar continues:
Personal relationships were in flux. There was constant negotiation
regarding responses to attacks, discussion, strategizing. The ‘greatest
frustration’ was an inability to get work done. There was endless
negotiation and compromise, seeking middle ground. Strategies
developed very quickly and there were some fractures -which will take a
while to heal. One women's group felt a sense of betrayal. Their strategy
of fifteen yearsof dealing with lesbian rights subtly and quietly was
challenged. [But] a lot of women's groups became committed to moving
lesbian rights forward, they forced the issue, which had been on the 'back
burner' before. On the whole, the Fire protest was very constructive — it
forced an immediate having to take a stand; it sped up having to deal
with issues.(216)

With a nationalist government still in power, lesbian organizing in India
remains under political threat, as does lesbian visibility. In early 2000, Shiv
Sena–still in Maharashtra state government--announced it would try to
prevent Deepa Mehta from making her next film in the state. "The Sena
will not allow any attempts to cast aspersions on India’s glorious tradition
and culture," a government minister stated, adding: "There are distortions
in every society. Ms. Mehta should shed some light on the contradictions
and discrepancies in Pakistan’s social set-up."(217)
Fire created opportunities–and advantages--for politicians to put
themselves uncompromisingly on record against homosexuality; that
record still stands. Nonetheless, CALERI has expanded its scope. Current
activities rooted in the initial campaign include work toward repeal of
India’s sodomy law, and investigations into patterns of suicide among
Indian lesbians. CALERI has distributed over 7000 "Myths and Realities"
flyers addressing stereotypes about lesbian identity.
The shift toward greater lesbian visibility during the public outcry has led to
ongoing dialogue and strategy development between lesbian groups
and women’s groups, as well as with other progressive movements. The
political landscape for lesbian organizing has shifted. This shift took place
on terms set by nationalist forces, but with resistance to it enabled by the
legacy of Indian women’s advocacy. Progressive forces were batttered
by the change; in gaining a more realistic understanding of their divisions
as well as commonalities, they may have been bolstered as well.
Shiv Sena's attacks on the film fire led to the formation of CALERI. Strange
are the ways in which people come together. This attack, in fact,
became our source of strength. We came together because of it. Not
that one is saying it’s good, but the need for the vulnerable to come
together hits hardest when one is under attack. It creates a fissure in the
placid, dead routine. Like stitches getting undone andthe tear in the
garment widens. All that is covered and hidden "comes to" and sowe
awakened and came together. We came together in spite of our
differences.(218)
C. Poland: "An unexpected side effect of democracy"
Osrodek Informacji Srodowisk Kobiecych (OSKA), the National Women’s
Information Center, is an organization headquartered in Warsaw,
dedicated to sharing information important to women throughout Poland.
It was launched in 1995 by 12 women’s NGOs working in partnership; one
of the founding organizations in the federation is a lesbian group based in
Krakow, named Citizens For Human Rights. OSKA produces a bulletin, and

fosters discussions within the women’s NGO community about issues
including political participation, affirmative action, education, labor, and
sexuality.
A number of organizations under this umbrella focus on reproductive and
sexual rights. The Federation for Women and Family Planning (FWFP), also
located in Warsaw, was another among the founding members. The
Federation originated in 1992 in response to an anti-abortion campaign
spearheaded by the Roman Catholic Church. Wanda Nowicka, FWFP’s
executive director, declares that right-wing opposition to reproductive
freedom "made our existence a reality."
In 1989, Solidarity ceased to be a slogan, a trade union, or an
underground movement: as a victorious political party, it assumed control
of the Polish government in the first democratic elections in fifty years. It
quickly began breaking apart, as its various ill-matched
elements–intellectual and populist, secular and sectarian, social-liberal
and nationalist–discovered their incompatibility amid the demanding
tasks of governing. Throughout Solidarity’s outlaw years in the wilderness of
martial law, the Catholic Church had supported it, not only by mobilizing
(within limits) its own vast constituency among the citizenry, but by
channeling various forms of Western aid into the work of ending
communist rule in Poland. Most groups within the Solidarity coalition felt
some degree of indebtedness to the Church.(219) Its politically
conservative wing felt a profound ideological unanimity as well. Under
conservative governments, the Church’s connection to the state became
first close and, more and more, controlling.
The Church and conservative forces constructed a picture of their
partnership designed to win over the Polish electorate. Barbara
Limanowska, OSKA’s executive director, sees Polish society as having
been coddled with images of its own immaturity–persuaded that citizens
could not make decisions or govern their own lives after years of
authoritarian rule. The Church expressed its willingness to give guidance
during the transition to democratic adulthood.
Nowicka asserts that "under Communism, the Roman Catholic Church
had a different face. It was more open and more welcoming. The right
wing couldn’t exist under Communism; at that time, we only saw Solidarity
as a democratic movement for freedom. No one would have thought
that a few years later Solidarity and the Church would be so conservative
and restrictive. It took us a while to see the new image and new
priorities."(220) One of Solidarity’s first agendas when in power, she says,
was "anti-woman." In 1990, one year after free elections, debates over

abortion and contraception took the fore in parliamentary discussion. The
shift toward restrictions on women’s reproductive freedom was an
"unexpected side effect of regaining democracy."(221)
It was particularly unexpected in that an attack on reproductive rights
had only limited popular support. A 1992 poll indicated that just 11
percent of Poles supported the complete ban on abortion--backed up
with criminal penalties--for which the Church campaigned. 25 % favored
abortion on demand, with the rest of respondents wanting abortion
available under restricted circumstances. In general, the Church’s
political prestige and authority were not reflected in a complete
hegemony over the hearts and consciences of most Poles. While 95% of
Poles were Catholics, a study in 1990 showed that 57% felt free to ignore
the Church’s dictates if their own moral principles diverged.
Church and conservative forces were able, however, to attach
themselves to an image and ideology of "family" in politically productive
ways. In many post-Communist societies, "family" has a symbolic
significance which citizens of the capitalist West (however accustomed
they may be to the rhetoric of "family values") can hardly imagine.
Authoritarian rule created a political sphere devoid of any possibility for
political engagement, filled with stentorian rhetoric and emptied of
meaning. For many citizens, what would have been called the "private
sphere" in the West became the reservoir of value and the scene of
meaningful communication and action. The domestic sphere–and the
heterosexualized family–was idealized by apolitical individuals as "the
source of dignity and creativity in a society characterized by alienated
labor processes . . . a harmonious collectivity pitted against the difficulties
and strife of coping with the shortcomings of everyday life."(222) Yet this
did not entirely mean the privatization of politics and a withdrawal from
outside concerns. Rather, as one commentator notes, "the operative
dichotomy in state socialism was not that of public/private but of
state/family, in which the family was itself an ersatz public sphere . . .
representing the anti-state and freedom."(223)
In newly democratic Poland, the Church and conservative parties
declared the family to be under threat. Citizens who in principle
supported access to abortion (even citizens who had benefited directly
from it) could be mobilized against a menace to what was less a social
institution than a product of the social imagination, a reserve of value and
fulfilment in an undignified world. New menaces could constantly be
manufactured: feminists and homosexuals, as well as foreigners, joined
the ranks of agents trying to subvert not the state but the anti-state, the
valorized antithesis of the defeated dictatorship. A rhetoric of "family"

would come to dominate the first decade of Poland’s democracy, almost
pre-empting other debates about economy and politics. Indeed,
conservative voices often sounded not as though the family were the
basic unit of society, but as though democratic society existed solely in
order to serve the family. As the notorious right-wing politician Kazimierz
Kapera intoned, the family is the place "in which the future of every state
is being born."(224)
Solidarity had, in its underground years, created a rich and varied
alternative society, full of samizdat publications, illegal interest groups,
meeting places and affiliations–a living alternative to the dead Potemkin
village of official organs which Communism called "society." Now, with
Solidarity’s successor parties in power, that society was increasingly being
reduced to a servant of the private sphere–subordinated to a
heterosexualized image of the family in which women again became
disempowered agents of reproduction.(225)
A Ministry of Women and the Family was created in the first Solidarity
government. The Church moved unsuccessfully to have it called simply
the Ministry of the Family; it insisted–successfully–that the first holder of the
post be a devout Catholic, married, and have more than one child.(226)
Abortion (first criminalized in Poland in 1932) had been legalized since
1956. In August, 1990, the Solidarity-led Parliament opened discussion on a
draft bill to ban abortion, providing three years’ imprisonment for
"Whoever causes the death of an unborn child." Proponents of the law
argued that it was a logical development of democracy: civil rights
recently guaranteed citizens should be extended to the fetus.(227) Three
years of ferocious debate followed; a law finally passed in 1993 effectively
ended free abortion, allowing the procedure only in cases of danger to
the mother, irreversible damage to the fetus, or rape. Even these
conditions had been fiercely resisted by the Church, which declared a
partial victory.
Later in 1993, a coalition of leftist parties gained control of
Parliament–partly by campaigning against the new abortion law. (Once
in power, they did not repeal it.) In the late 1990s, conservative forces
reassumed power. OSKA and the Federation felt the difference in
approach. According to OSKA’s Limanowska, in the interval of socialdemocratic rule the woman chosen as Governmental Plenipotentiary for
Women and Family Affairs "had been supportive of women’s NGOs, so
there was a spirit of cooperation with some people within the
government, and a sense that certain people within the government
could be influenced toward supporting women’s rights concerns."(228)
With the installation of a conservative government came shifts in the

landscape for women’s NGOs, in part foreshadowed by the change long
advocated by the Church: women were dropped, and the title became
the Office of Family Affairs. "The person who succeeded her in the Office
of Family Affairs was a very conservative Catholic man who had been
one of the leaders of the Association for Catholic Families. Now they don’t
want to have anything to do with us."
This man was Kazimierz Kapera. Kapera had served in earlier conservative
governments. In 1991, when he was Deputy Minister of Health, he stated
that the homosexual "problem" was "limited to a small group of sexual
perverts, and that strict moral conduct would protect anyone sufficiently
against AIDS."(229) He was eventually dismissed for the remarks.
Now, however, he returned, armed with similar attitudes. Previously,
according to Limanowska, the Office of Women had held monthly
meetings with a broad advisory group of NGOs. "Now the only groups with
which the Office of Family Affairs meets are the Catholic groups."(230) In
the past, small amounts of funding had been available for women’s
projects, primarily those dealing with survivors of violence. The Polish
government and the United Nations Development Program had funded a
project to establish shelters for battered women, and to train counsellors
and lawyers to address domestic violence. Kapera cancelled support for
this project because it might discourage marriage. He condemned legal
divorce, and criticized a nationwide campaign against family violence
because, he said, it portrayed the Polish male as "an alcoholic, a wife
abuser, a primitive pervert."(231) The government withdrew subsidies for
contraceptives, leaving them unaffordable for many women; at the same
time, Kapera favored subsidizing Viagra, to promote marital happiness for
men.(232)
In August 1999, Kapera was again forced to resign–this time after warning
that abortion would soon lead to Asians taking world leadership from the
white race.(233) The stance toward reproductive freedom and women’s
rights which he epitomized, however, continued to drive state policy. A
1999 law on "Family Planning and Protection of the Human Fetus" further
restricted reproductive rights, providing two years’ imprisonment for
endangering the life or health of a "conceived child." A government
"Report on the Situation of Polish Families" deplored single mothers and
divorcees; it also criticized feminism directly, accusing the women’s press
of excessive emphasis on domestic violence and child abuse. Such
articles "may confuse the readers who may even be led to undermining
their system of values," the report argued.(234)

In attacking Poland’s small independent press, the report assailed one of
the few defenses social movements have against misrepresentations in
the mass media. "The press," OSKA’s Limanowska says, "doesn’t
understand the complexities of the issues, they repeat things they think are
funny. And they pick up the condescending attitudes displayed by
government officials."(235)
The press often attacks women’s rights activists, according to
Limanowska, zeroing in on their relationships to men, to other women, and
to the state. Women activists are stereotyped as "radical feminists"; they
hate men; they are lesbians, but at the same time "against real women";
and they substitute an unnatural dependency on the state and its
benefits for the real ties which family and heterosexuality provide.
In late 1999, one of the most popular right-wing newspapers, Nasz
Dziennik--Our Daily--which counts Church figures among its editorial
leadership, began publishing monthly attacks on OSKA. These culminated
in a long article published on March 1, 2000.(236) Our Daily is affiliated
with Radio Maryja, a conservative Polish radio station modelled on a
similar frequency in Italy; and Stanislaw Krajski, author of the long OSKA
article, was a prominent figure at station and paper alike. All these outlets
are known for xenophobic, racist, and anti-immigrant commentary. They
"teach people to hate and to look for scapegoats," says Limanowska. The
station has created an "Assocation of the Friends of Radio Maryja,"
claiming a membership of three million–if so, the largest NGO in Poland.
Solidarity between NGOs, however, was not part of Krajski’s agenda. For a
week before the article ran, the paper carried a "teaser" -- each day,
provocative questions were asked, and readers told to wait for a story on
OSKA. One of the blurbs read, "Find out what your daughter can learn on
the OSKA website." OSKA staff were left wondering what the paper was
going to report. "We couldn’t sleep for a week. Women from my
organization were going through the web page every day trying to figure
out what the article could possibly single out!"(237)
When the article eventually appeared, it was a virtual anthology of
stereotypes and insinuations against feminists, twisting OSKA’s own words
in an attempt to write the organization out of the Church-dominated
Polish community. It focused on OSKA’s website, marvelling at women
equipped with technology–and at the access to funding which enabled
it. And at beginning and end, the article was framed in accusations of
homosexuality.

Again and again, Krajski used writings from OSKA’s own bulletin, giving
them his own slant. Early in the article he teases out a summer 1998 piece
from the bulletin, examining (as the piece had said) the "role models,
icons, mentors available to women in Poland": a discussion of "whether
and how women should learn from each other or form networks and
models of mentoring. Do they need them? Should they be similar–if not
the same–to existing male ones?" For Krajski, the question itself was
subversive. He turns this into an "assumption that relationships between
women are better than relationships between men." The author of the
OSKA piece had described a "platonic relationship" with a lesbian
woman; her friends had thought the relationship sexual. "We should talk
about women in relations with other women, not just with men," she writes.
Krajski reprinted these and other passages, and the implication was clear:
relationships between women outside the control of men are dangerous.
OSKA is promoting lesbianism.
Krajski moved along to focus on an article the OSKA bulletin had reprinted
by Lynn Freedman, a US feminist, about the rise of fundamentalism and its
impact on women. Krajski suggested that Freedman was prejudiced
against Catholicism as well as Islam. "Who is she talking about? We learn
from the article that it is ‘the Vatican, Al Azhar University, the Muslim
Brotherhood’ . . . What do they use, these nasty fundamentalists? . . .
Women’s bodies, their sexuality, the social role they play . . . the main
topics of women’s rights and human rights campaigns are also the most
important instruments of the political programs of fundamentalists."
Krajski used interviews with sex workers in the OSKA bulletin to suggest that
OSKA wished to lead women into prostitution. And he insinuated in a
number of ways that OSKA opposed Catholicism, the pillar of the state.
"On the same website there is a ‘scientific’ article about witches. That’s a
good place for such a subject. At the beginning of this article we learn
how many innocent women were killed by the Church. We also learn
what kind of institution the Church appears to be." Krajski accused OSKA
of likening the Catholic Church to the Nazi Party.
Summing up, Krajski tied OSKA to cosmopolitan "elites." In particular, he
linked it to the Batory Foundation, the Polish office of the international
Open Society Institute.(238) The Batory Foundation funded OSKA’s
website; Krajski tried to suggest that they funded the entire organization.
And he pointed out, as his peroration–in a masterpiece of guilt-byassociation--that the Foundation also supported the separate of another
marginalized group:

I have shown you enough quotations . . . Those quotes are making us sick.
But I think the documentation I have shown you is enough. I don’t want to
comment on it. I think that each reader of our daily will have their own
opinion. But I beg you, do not laugh at what you read on the website and
do not underestimate what you read in this article -- it is about our
feminsts’ way of thinking. Do not underestimate what they are trying to
say. They are sharing deeply held, highly important ideas. Some time ago
it was only folklore. Now it is a movement which is infiltrating the so-called
elites in our country. It is a lobby which has a lot to say. Moreover, what lies
behind it is enormous money. They have the support of the media and
influential people.
I have only one comment. When your young daughter is sitting at the
computer, you should check to see if she is on the internet, because she
might use the internet to open [the OSKA] website which the Batory
Foundation calls "a socially useful initiative" or "ambitious cultural event "
and which the Batory Foundation supports financially. I know that your
daughters think in a healthy way; they are rational and they are not
stupid. But "God looks out for people who looks out for themselves."
Someone may say, "I don’t have a daughter: but is there something for
my son"? The Batory Foundation was also thinking about our sons. They
have a special proposition on the internet for them too: they have
financed a website about "homosexuality and the gay movement."
Krajski’s article was subtle, crammed with hints and insinuations and
written in a coded language familiar to the Polish right. He creates an
image of women whose aspirations to enjoy their rights are not political
claims but unnatural acts, whose assertions are transgressions, and whose
violations of norms turn into violations of the national boundaries. He ties
Polish feminism to the West; to foreign funds; to Jews; to sex work and
atheism; and, almost as a knockout punch, to homosexuality. The article
even illustrates the curious mutual aid society which some right-wing
Catholics have formed with Islamic fundamentalism. Limanowska says,
"They are creating a picture of us as a dangerous and powerful enemy.
There is a pattern of suggesting that we do not do things on our
own–women can’t do things on their own–but that we rely on money and
ideas from outside. There is a notion that we do not do things in the
interests of women, but because we are supported by evil interests with
evil plans."(239)
Krajski’s article exemplified the contradictions of democratic change in
Poland. Paradoxically, during the long years of struggle against
dictatorship, Poland had seen a vibrant public sphere arise, one where

the need for open debate was accepted as a principle. Now, under
democracy, that public sphere had been colonized by monolithic forces
impatient with any opposition. And they continued to use fears of
sexuality to maintain power.
Polish women’s rights advocates are reluctant to argue with the press.
OSKA members assume they will not be given adequate space to explain
complex issues, or to convince readers in the conservative media.
Moreover, Krajski was attacking their funding sources.
OSKA therefore chose not to respond directly to the attacks. Such tactics
may shift, however, as the country continues its drift toward political
conservatism. Limanowska assumes that "the conflict is coming." She
continues, "They assume that OSKA is very rich, strong and powerful, and
that we’re out to destroy them. The media feels as if they really have to
fight against us. So as the country moves to the right, conflict will come."
Some of that conflict might come with the publication of an article in a
recent OSKA monthly bulletin: Iza Filipiak, a well-known author who is a
lesbian, explored the invisibility of lesbians in Poland’s women’s
movement.(240) The article criticized the aspiration of feminism to
operate in the public, political sphere, and stressed the solidarities
between women that are sacrificed as a consequence of deciding to
move into that patriarchal realm:
It is a paradox of intellectual feminism that on the one hand it speaks all
the time of the exclusion of women from universal space, but on the other
hand, it has a built-in fear of a space which would be created by women
only.
Polish feminism is waiting until it will be noticed, accepted, incorporated
into universal cultural and political discourse. And lesbianism is told to wait
in the same way until it will be noticed by the feminist sisters and their field
of discourse and experience. It must wait longer, much longer, because
the situation of hetersexual women and feminism, as we are told, is not
that good.
The writer accuses the women’s movement of contributing to the
exclusion and silence of lesbians in Poland--of failing to stand up to
cultural and political conservatism by vocally supporting lesbians. In an
upcoming issue of the bulletin, devoted to the history of the women’s
movement, two responses will be printed. Limanowska hopes that this will
open a conversation about sexuality and feminism. "There’s been no

open discussion of the role lesbians play in the women’s movement until
now."
Ironically, though–given how the article laments the loss of women’s
space--this discussion will take place in public, through the bulletin, which
Krajski and Our Daily monitor. OSKA and the women’s movement are
caught between the obligation to transparency implicit in their public
role, as part of Poland’s painfully achieved civil society; and the longing
for closed space in which to address divisive concerns. "I’m worried," says
Limanowska, "about what will happen if the media takes the discussion
over. When that happens, we have to deal with it."
The power of sexuality is such that it can drive all other issues from media
attention. At one point, Limanowska remembers, OSKA invited the press to
a discussion about a training program for women. A lesbian group made
a presentation; press articles focused exclusively on it, "and next day our
participants learned they had been at a training for lesbians."
Limonowska says, "Our goal at OSKA is to try to make women who are
working with us feel good and comfortable. Where is the line where you
can meet and come to talk in safety?" With the inevitable discussion
about lesbians and the women’s rights movement, Limanowska fears, "we
are starting something but we don’t have any control. From my own
experience, and from the histories of other groups, I know it can be
painful."(241)
D. Namibia: "The more out we are, the more public support we get"
Namibia is a new nation with an old political tradition. The South West
Africa People’s Organization (SWAPO), as a group of freedom fighters, led
the Namibian liberation struggle against South African domination from
the 1960s through the country’s independence in 1990. As a political
party, it continues to hold an overwhelming majority of Parliamentary
seats, as well as the presidency.
Two Namibian gay male activists observe that "When SWAPO waged its
liberation effort from exile, the movement could always be sure of
backing from gays and lesbians."(242) Such support from vulnerable
groups was not always returned. Namibian feminists and lesbians Liz Frank
and Elizabeth Khaxas have noted that SWAPO preserved its own
patriarchal priorities, in which the struggle for national freedom took
precedence over women’s rights. Women in SWAPO, they suggest, "were
careful not to antagonize their male comrades with charges of sexism
and stand accused of being divisive. To be elected into leadership

positions within the SWAPO Women’s Council, women were expected to
be married, and be respectable and acceptable to men."(243) In 1969, a
Women’s Council was formed within SWAPO to represent women’s
concerns–and to channel them toward support for the liberation
movement.
Powerful pressures for gender conformity within the revolutionary
movement were more than matched, of course, by the moral and legal
proscriptions of the apartheid regime it opposed. Both the common law
and written penal code which South African rule imported into Namibia
criminalized homosexuality. The 1980 Combating of Immoral Practices
Act, which also dates back to the apartheid era, defines sexual
intercourse between two people who are not legally married or are not
partners in a customary marriage as "unlawful carnal intercourse".(244)
These provisions are rarely applied, and have principally been used
against men: women’s sexuality, particularly nonconforming sexuality,
often appears unbelievable or invisible to the eyes of law or policy.
However, feminist activists have joined a fledgling gay and lesbian
movement in Namibia in calling for repeal of sodomy laws. In the
meantime, the example of post-apartheid South Africa has resonated in
Namibia. The neighboring former colonial power has enacted sweeping
prohibitions against the forms of discrimination which once sustained the
state, and Namibia has to some extent done likewise.
The 1990 Namibian constitution does not mention sexual orientation
(unlike the South African constitution passed six years later) but does offer
broad protections against unequal treatment on a variety of
grounds.(245) The Namibian Labour Act of 1992 allows remedies before a
Labour Court if persons face sexual orientation-based discrimination on
the job. However, as Elizabeth Khaxas has written, little-known legal
remedies do not erase the effects of an often deeply hostile society:
How many of us know that [the law] explicitly protects us from harassment
at the work place? And how many of us are willing to expose ourselves to
possible harassment and the ensuing legal battles over our right to live our
lives and loves openly at work? What if the parents of the school where I
am a principal decide tomorrow they don’t want a lesbian on the staff or
the school management? Will . . . I have to take the parents and the
Ministry to court to assert my rights under the Labour Act? Being subjected
to this kind of constant fear at the workplace is a form of discrimination. It
prevents me from sharing the most important aspect of my life with my
colleagues at work, consciously hiding issues that heterosexual people
openly assume as part of their lives.(246)

In Namibia, this hostile social climate has been the most repressive force in
lesbian and gay lives. It has been reinforced, if not created, by the
state–and by the words of its highest officials.
Not long after Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe began his
campaign of vilification against gays and lesbians in 1995, officials of
Namibia’s ruling party followed suit. The then Deputy Minister for Lands,
Resettlement, and Rehabilitation stated in late 1995 that "Homosexuality is
like cancer or AIDS and everything should be done to stop its spread in
Namibia."(247) The then Minister of Finance soon joined in, declaring that
"homosexuality is an unnatural behavioural disorder which is alien to
African culture. It is a product of confused genes and environmental
aberration."(248) President Sam Nujoma–in what some lesbians saw as a
direct blow at women’s NGOs–took the stage at the National Conference
of the SWAPO Women’s Council in 1996 to warn that homosexual
"elements" were "exploiting our democracy."(249) And another member of
SWAPO’s leadership shortly afterward echoed that
The moral values of our nation . . . incorporate the fundamental principles
of Nature and should not be equated to the vile practices of homosexuals
which has a backlash effect on our society. It should be noted that most
of the ardent supporters of this perverts [sic] are Europeans who imagine
themselves to be the bulwark of civilization and enlightenment . . . If there
is a matter which must be dealt with utmost urgency, it is the need to
revitalise our inherent culture and its moral values which we have
identified with foreign immoral values. Promotion of homosexuality in our
society scorns many sets of our values and hence trembles the very
concept of moral principles inherit [sic] in our human personality and
dignity. Homosexuality deserves a severe contempt and disdain from the
Namibian people and should be uprooted totally as a practice.(250)
In what is virtually a one-party state, such statements carry stifling weight.
At various points, it has been hinted that the "uprooting" would take literal
and legal form. In 1998 the Minister of Home Affairs threatened in
parliament to introduce heavy new penalties against homosexuality.(251)
It was rumored these might include castration for gay men. The danger of
new, repressive laws–or of renewed enforcement of existing laws–hangs
steadily over gay and lesbian political organizing, and inhibits effective
response to such denunciations. Indeed, the government’s verbal attacks
may contain a menacing subtext: direct signals aimed at opposition
politicians, or at dissident groups within SWAPO. One prominent Namibian
journalist suggests that some liberal figures suspected of homosexuality
have been the secret and specific targets of the government’s general
outbursts.(252)

Under these difficult circumstances, the feminist organization Sister
Namibia took on the responsibility of speaking out against officials’
incitement to hate. Formed as a collective in 1989, the organization was
affiliated with no political party, but committed itself in its mandate to
fighting for the rights of all women. Though visible lesbians were only a
small part of its constituency, in 1995 it publicly stated that "We believe
that gays and lesbians should have the same rights as heterosexuals in all
spheres of life."(253) The following year it condemned Nujoma’s speech to
the SWAPO Women’s Council, declaring, "Issues of morality can not be
vested in the state nor in the head of state as this would lead to
totalitarianism. We must stand up together now and speak out against this
or any other kind of hate speech and oppression against any member of
our communities."(254)
The organization’s stance was a courageous and a lonely one–few other
individuals or political groupings in Namibia were willing to confront
SWAPO over a small and silent minority’s concerns. The government
lashed back menacingly at Sister Namibia’s interventions. "There are a
bunch of lesbians, homosexuals, and sodomites within our society who
have embarked on a concerted and orchestrated campaign to occupy
this nation with their self-centred deviant activities," a government-funded
daily wrote in 1997. "The Namibian society of lesbians had, therefore,
better be advised that those countries to whom they are rushing for
support have enough social ills on their own hands . . . The fact that the
constitution of this country provides guarantees for their existence does
not make it a holly [sic] alliance."(255)
Moreover, Sister Namibia eventually became entangled in the local
echoes and ramifications of the Beijing conference. Namibian women
had taken a strong role in the preparations for Beijing. The Namibian
government delegates had been influential–if ambiguously so–in the
process of defining (or not defining) "gender" for the purposes of the
conference. During a preparatory meeting for the Beijing conference in
early 1995, "an issue arose concerning the meaning of the term
‘gender.’"(256) Delegates appointed a contact group to define the term,
and selected a Namibian delegate as chair. Reportedly the Namibian
delegation argued vigorously for defining "gender" to refer only to
relationships between women and men, thereby excluding lesbian issues.
The contact group’s final decision (later authoritatively read at the Beijing
conference itself) was a marvel of circularity, defining gender in its
"commonly understood" sense without specifying the understanding:

1) the word "gender" had been commonly used and understood in its
ordinary, generally accepted usage in numerous other United Nations
forums and conferences;
2) there was no indication that any new meaning or connotation of the
term, different from accepted prior usage, was intended in the Platform
for Action.
3) Accordingly, the contact group reaffirmed that the word "gender" as
used
in the Platform for Action was intended to be interpreted and understood
as it
was in ordinary, generally accepted usage . . .(257)
However, the notion that Beijing delegates had clearly defined "gender"
so as to exclude sexual orientation seems to have persisted in Namibian
officialdom. As a prop for homophobia, the conception is paradoxically
exactly the inverse of the stance taken by the Holy See and the right in
numerous international conferences–that "gender" is a dangerous term
precisely because it secretly includes sexual orientation. Nonetheless, it
would eventually serve the SWAPO bureaucracy as a tool to discredit
Sister Namibia’s "extremists."
The occasion for this took time to arise. In 1999 Sister Namibia’s advocacy
for sexual rights brought it into its most open confrontation with the
government so far. It is perhaps not coincidental that this breach took
place over Sister’s clearest undertaking yet to integrate sexuality issues
into a sweeping women’s rights agenda–rather than identifying them
solely as a "minority" concern.
In 1999, Sister Namibia hosted a workshop on "Women in Politics and
Decision-Making in Namibia," focusing on issues including education, the
environment, state accountability, and women in politics. This workshop
was attended by women in the National Assembly, NGOs, trade unions,
churches, and the private sector. From it emerged a mandate for Sister
Namibia to develop a unified agenda for the women’s community,
including women in various political parties and NGOs, in preparations for
the December, 1999 parliamentary and presidential elections. Sister
Namibia would work in consultation with NGO and state women’s
organizations to produce a "Women’s Manifesto" to educate civil society
and government about women’s needs.(258) This coalition effort was
named the Women’s Manifesto Network, and consisted of women from
over 20 NGOs and various political parties, including members of SWAPO.

The Women’s Manifesto was developed "in consultation with NGOs,
political parties, parliament and all levels of government as well as
individual women activists."(259) It was initially meant to support and
bolster the Namibian Gender Policy, a document and set of policies
drafted under the Department of Women’s Affairs (DWA), a state bureau
housed at the time in the President’s office. Some of the language in the
National Gender Policy was drawn from the Beijing Platform for Action.
However, many NGOs felt their own recommendations needed stronger
representation in the final draft. Partly in response to this concern, the
Women’s Manifesto Network moved toward making the Gender Policy
relevant in everyday life: not only by increasing women’s political
participation and leadership in Namibia, but by informing women of their
rights, and providing a means to put the interests of "women, children and
other marginalised groups firmly on the national agenda."(260)
It was scheduled for release on October 9, 1999, two months before the
elections. The Manifesto was publicly supported by five political parties. It
was not endorsed by SWAPO.
The Women’s Manifesto is 25 pages long. In these pages, there are two
references to lesbians. Both are contained in the "Human Rights" section.
They call for the recognition of the human rights of all women, including
lesbian women, and ask political parties to state their positions on this
issue:
*
"The human rights of all women, as guaranteed by the Namibian
Constitution, need to be ensured, including the rights of the girl-child,
women living under customary law, women in marginalised ethnic groups,
sex workers, disabled women, old women and lesbian women."(261)

*
[The Women’s Manifesto calls for political parties to] "state their
policies on human rights, including violence against women and children,
the rights of gay and lesbian people and customary practices that are
harmful to women and children."(262)

On October 4, 1999, five days before the release of the Manifesto, the
SWAPO Women’s Council delivered a pre-emptive strike. It held a press
conference during which Eunice Ipinge, the Assistant Secretary of
Information and Research of the Women’s Council claimed:

It is unfortunate that there are some elements that would like to use
gender equality as a stepping ladder to reach their own goals that have
no relevance to gender. … The so-called circulating women’s manifesto
has no other intention but to confuse the Namibian women and divert
them from the core concept of gender equality as defined in [the] Beijing
Platform for Action and [the] Namibia National Gender Policy. …SWAPO
Party Women’s Council calls upon all its members, supporters and
sympathizers to remain focused … and be vigilant against any forces of
confusionists [sic] that come in the disguise of gender equality. … Our
hope remains within SWAPO Party policies and programs and we call
upon Namibian women to come up in masses and vote for SWAPO as
that is the only way our rights and the future of our children can be
guaranteed.(263)
During the press conference, Ipinge also resurrected Namibia’s position
during the four-year old Beijing debates over "gender." "Homosexuality,"
she said, "should not be linked to the struggle for gender equality, as
gender deals with the relationship between women and men." At the
same time, Ipinge accused the Women’s Manifesto Network of
duplicating the Namibian Gender Policy. "’The only difference is that they
included homosexuality issues in their so-called manifesto . . . They have to
find another platform to address homosexuality and not within the context
of gender issues."(264)
In response, Elizabeth Khaxas of Sister Namibia urged perspective: "Out of
a 25- page document only nine words speak about human rights of gay
and lesbian people. Maybe they did not read the document. It is a
document which records important issues for Namibian women and
children and other important groupings in the country."(265)
However, other state agencies quickly began disassociating themselves
from the document. According to members of the Women’s Manifesto
Network, the Department of Women’s Affairs had received all drafts of
the manifesto and had constantly been asked to comment. The DWA,
however, remained silent and then chose to withdraw its support after the
document went to press, maintaining that they did not agree that lesbian
rights are human rights.(266)
Barely a half an hour after the DWA informed Sister Namibia that it was
withdrawing support from the document, the organization was also called
by the Multidisciplinary Research Centre (MRC) of the University of
Namibia. The social-research center had also been sent all the drafts and
asked for input; it also asked that its name be removed from the list of
supporters. Representatives from Sister Namibia stopped the print run and

personally went to the printer to take the MRC and DWA names off the
final document.
The director of the MRC went to the length of claiming, in a letter to the
press, that the Manifesto contained "false assertions about our
participation in, and support for, this project . . . At no time did any of our
staff participate in drafting this document."(267) The letter was apparently
sent in the belief that there would be no time to remove the MRC’s name.
However, the MRC’s name in fact had not been listed; it had been
removed, as requested. The director, in a telephone conversation with a
Sister member, claimed he was surprised that the letter had been sent to
the media. This has led the Women’s Manifesto Network to suspect an
effort to discredit not only the Manifesto, but the organizations involved in
its production.
The day before the scheduled release of the document, the battered
Manifesto was further attacked in in a speech delivered at the Elected
Women’s Forum by Netumbo Nandi-Ndaitwah, the Director General of
the DWA. (Nandi-Ndaitwah had also headed the official Namibian
delegation to the Beijing conference.) A significant part of the speech
was devoted to criticizing homosexuality and the Women’s Manifesto.
Nandi-Ndaitwah invoked the Beijing Platform of Action (PFA) in support of
the National Gender Policy:
Notably, the Beijing PFA has defined gender to mean men and women.
Such a definition has been necessary … as some opportunists attempted
to introduce issues that were not and still [are] not gender-related, to
satisfy their individual needs. The code word used was sexual orientation;
that means gays and lesbians. Such an element was totally rejected and
the word [sic] sexual orientation does not appear anywhere in the Beijing
Platform of Action.(268)
Nandi-Ndaitwah misrepresented not only the PFA but the Manifesto itself.
The Manifesto Network had struggled to link sexuality with other human
rights issues--education, democracy and peace, together with core civil
and political freedoms involving women’s rights to expression, association,
and political participation. This linkage itself was made to appear narrow,
individualistic, and immaterial.
For the rest, Nandi-Ndaitwah used the spectre of lesbian and gay rights to
"warn" Namibians against seduction, urging them to return to SWAPO and
its policies and structures as the safest alternative.

The fight to manipulate gender for irrelevant issues has not ended with the
adoption of the Beijing Platform of Action, but those opportunists are still
continuing to confuse people by trying to put the issue of gays and
lesbians at par with the struggle for Gender Equality. I, therefore, [would
like] to warn Namibian people, women in particular, not to allow
themselves to be used… The so-called Women’s Manifesto … has no
other message than asking women in Namibia to promote homosexuality.
The same document calls for "Comprehensive sexuality education to be
introduced in our schools," which is nothing [but] a call for our children to
be taught how to become gays and lesbians. Namibian women should
not be turned away from the real issue of finding ways to help our women,
many of whom are poor and need someone to speak for them. Therefore
Namibian women and of course men who are committed to gender
equality as we know it should reject the so-called Women’s Manifesto.
Political parties are called upon to make use of the National Gender
Policy …(269)
Nandi-Ndaitwah defines women’s poverty as an issue wholly
unconnected to lesbians–as though no lesbians endure it. Rather, poverty
is presented as a permanent disempowerment–the poor "need someone
to speak for them"–and hence an occasion for the ruling party and the
DWA to step in and ventriloquize the poor. With actual lesbians written out
of the discourse, sexuality becomes an instrument for dividing women,
and for ensuring the survival of the existing political order.
The DWA has recently been upgraded to a full cabinet position. The
Women’s Manifesto Network has applauded this, but has voiced
concerns that only 15% - 18% of people named in the newly elected
Cabinet and in Ministries are women.(270)
Sister Namibia continues to reach out to the Minister of Women’s Affairs,
even inviting her to be keynote speaker at a recent workshop on peace.
This invitation was met with a personal refusal. The Minister claimed, in a
private phone conversation, that she could not work with Sister Namibia
because of its position on lesbian rights.(271)
Other voices have expressed concern about the effectiveness of the new
Ministry, given its attacks on the Women’s Manifesto Network. A March 24,
2000 editorial in The Namibian, one of Namibia’s largest independent
newspapers, asserts that "[b]y creating a Ministry of Women Affairs it
seems women may become more marginalized than before." The article
notes that the ministry’s actions to date have been "geared more towards
in-fighting than anything else."(272)

The independent media has supported the Women’s Manifesto and its
public education efforts. The campaign has received extensive coverage,
and the press has carried advertisements reprinting the Manifesto in three
languages. Liz Frank claims, "The media doesn’t attack gays and lesbians
here: only the government does."(273)
SWAPO’s line on homosexuality has if anything hardened. However, Sister
Namibia, by taking a firm stand, has been able to bring opposition parties
into vocal and public support of lesbian rights work. In November 1999,
gay and lesbian activists coordinated a panel discussion with
representatives of five opposition groupings. Four of the five parties
pledged public support for lesbian rights.
Given the government’s stance and power, organizing around sexuality
remains tentative and endangered in Namibia. However, according to
Frank, the efforts to divide women have failed, as the Women’s Manifesto
Campaign has received vociferous support from both rural women and
those in cities. With the public notoriety the Network has received, it is
actually more visible and better able to build contacts beyond its urban
base. Previously, women’s NGOs found it hard to organize outside cities
and townships; only the SWAPO Women’s League had the resources to
reach out in remote areas. Now, though, the Network is truly national,
organizing new discussion groups in many villages.
Frank proudly comments that through the work of the Women’s Manifesto
Network coalition, and in the aftermath of the attacks by the DWA, there
is growing support for lesbian rights among women all over Namibia. At
Network workshops in rural areas, participants took up the challenge of
finding arguments in favor of lesbian rights without anyone asking them to:
"They are our daughters, our mothers and our sisters, we can’t just throw
them out; they pay taxes like everyone else; we know who is leading the
women’s movement here and fighting for all women’s rights"–they even
started role-playing how to defend the Manifesto in their own
communities against anti-lesbian attacks and came up with much humor
in the process. So we now have many staunch supporters of lesbian rights
by women who have taken the Manifesto as a whole as "their Manifesto."
That’s what the rural women and the newly reached urban women have
done.(274)
Sister Namibia has also been able to develop a new lesbian working
group which will focus on outreach to Black women in townships. Frank
boasts that the Women’s Manifesto campaign has been so successful
that "it’s the SWAPO Women’s League that’s in the closet, not us! The

more ‘out’ we are, the more public support we get, and the more they’re
cornered."(275)
IV. Conclusion and Recommendations
A.

International law and the targeting of women’s sexuality

Attacks on women’s sexuality are not just name-calling. They are meant
to have a material effect. They are designed to keep women from
organizing to occupy a place and presence in the public sphere. They
are designed to keep women from transgressing set boundaries of
acceptable behavior. They are methods of control. They also invade and
degrade the privacies of women, not only their intimate lives but the literal
spaces, whether secluded or not, in which they may meet and gather.
Women’s rights to expression and to association are guaranteed in
numerous international covenants and standards. Article 19 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) provides:
1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.
1.
Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right
shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas
of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the
form of art, or through any media of his choice.(276)
Article 22 holds that "Everyone shall have the right to freedom of
association with others." Article 21 holds that "The right of peaceful
assembly shall be recognized." States violate these rights when, through
explicit laws (as in Romania) discriminatory enforcement of policies (as in
Pakistan) or unspoken rules on "proper" behavior (as in Nigeria) they
prevent women’s groups or lesbian and gay organizations from registering
or existing, or prevent women from accessing the public sphere. States
violate these rights when, as in India, they prevent and censor the
expression of lesbian identity. States violate these rights when, as in
Zimbabwe and Namibia, their leaders promote hatred and violence
against groups struggling to exercise these basic freedoms. Through such
actions, states also violate another essential freedom, defended in the
Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (Article 15.1) and in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 27.1): the right "freely to
participate in the cultural life of the community." To target women for their
sexualities threatens basic rights of participation and belonging. It violates
international human rights protections.

When human beings are subjected to stigma and unequal treatment,
another principle is flouted. Protections against discrimination are at the
core of human rights. The idea of equality animates international
covenants and individual activists alike. An entire international treaty, the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW), is dedicated to the eradication of "any distinction,
exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or
purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise
by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of
men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the
political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field" (CEDAW,
Article 1).
CEDAW defends women against discrimination across a range of
activities and spheres. It affirms their right to participate in public life,
including the right to "participate in non-governmental organizations and
associations concerned with the public and political life of the country"
(Article 7.c). ). It affirms their rights "to represent their Governments at the
international level and to participate in the work of international
organizations" (Article 8). It affirms their rights to economic and social
equality, including participating in both the planning and the benefits of
development, as well as their right to "participate in all community
activities" (Article 11, Article 14). It affirms their right to equality in
education, including the "elimination of any stereotyped concept of the
roles of men and women at all levels and in all forms of education" (Article
10.c). And it mandates that states "modify the social and cultural patterns
of conduct of men and women, with a view to achieving the elimination
of prejudices and customary and other practices which are based on the
idea of the inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or on
stereotyped roles for men and women" (Article 5.a). States violate these
rights when they suppress lesbian organizing, or women’s organizations;
when they cut or eliminate support for women’s organizations, or for
organizations which address issues of sexuality; when they prevent women
from participating in gatherings or delegations at international levels, or
harass them for doing so; when they eliminate questions of sexual rights
and sexual health from development planning, destroy fora for discussing
such issues, and allow economic as well as legal discrimination based on
sexual orientation; and when they disseminate stereotypes of women or of
lesbians which are meant to confine women to normative or traditional
gender roles. To target women for their sexualities enforces and extends
discrimination against women. It violates international human rights
protections.

The ICCPR also affirms equality before the law, and guarantees "to all
persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any
ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status" (Article 26).
In a landmark decision in the 1994 case of Nicholas Toonen v. Australia,
the United Nations Human Rights Committee held that "sexual orientation"
should be understood as included in this provision (and, by implication,
comparable provisions in the body of international human rights law), and
therefore is a status protected from discrimination.(277) To target women
for their sexualities both incites and constitutes discrimination based on
sexual orientation. It violates international human rights protections.
"All human beings," Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
begins, "are born free and equal in dignity and rights." That human beings
have dignity and deserve respect is the underlying principle of all rights
protections. When respect is denied and dignity degraded, all rights are
endangered. When a national leader calls gays and lesbians "worse than
dogs and pigs," as has happened in Zimbabwe, when states close their
borders to women carrying the contagion of sexual nonconformity, as has
happened in Costa Rica, they assault the dignity of human beings. To
target women for their sexualities attacks key sustaining ideas behind
community and legality. It violates international human rights protections.
The obligations of states go beyond merely refraining from such attacks.
The Preamble to the United Nations Declaration on Human Rights
Defenders stresses that "the prime responsibility and duty to promote and
protect human rights and fundamental freedoms lie with the State."(278) It
is an established principle in international law that states must protect the
human rights of all people from violation by actors outside the state’s
direct control: that states must exercise due diligence not only to prohibit
such violations, but to make those prohibitions meaningful and
effective.(279) This responsibility applies not only to preventing violence,
but to ending discrimination by any other agency or entity. CEDAW, for
instance, calls on states to "take all appropriate measures to eliminate
discrimination against women by any person, organization, or enterprise"
(Article 2.3).(280)
In particular, states must protect vulnerable groups against abuse or
attack. People who defend rights against state power, and are left
threatened or exposed by their activism, deserve defending–a principle
affirmed by the United Nations in its Declaration on Human Rights
Defenders.(281) Yet those whose lives are led outside the glare of politics
are endangered by that very invisibility, and may silently suffer attacks
from the community around them. The UN Special Rapporteur on

Violence Against Women has drawn attention to how women who "live
out their sexuality in ways other than heterosexuality, are often subjected
to violence and degrading treatment. . . . Women, ‘unprotected’ by a
marriage union with a man, are vulnerable members of the community,
often marginalized in community social practices and the victims of social
ostracism and abuse." To address such disempowerment is a matter for
more than criminal law. As the Rapporteur explains, "The lack of choice
with regard to lifestyle is closely linked to the lack of options available to
women for economic autonomy within the community, whether in terms
of earning power or resource distribution."(282) States must not merely
prevent discrimination and punish violence: they must ensure economic
justice and equity, empowering all women, including lesbian women, to
live their own lives and to act and organize on their own behalf.(283)
States must create the conditions in which all people can enjoy their
freedoms equally.(284) States must make sure all people know their rights,
and respect the rights of others. The means of accomplishing this are
manifold. The UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against
Women has urged states, for example, to take "effective measures . . . to
ensure that the media respect and promote respect for women."(285)
Through both schools and the media, states also must educate citizens in
both human rights and sexual health, emphasizing the importance of
gender and sexual equality, and foregrounding in both areas the linked
values of diversity and freedom.(286) These obligations are sweeping, and
urgent. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights affirms in Article 28,
"Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights
and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be realized." The language
acknowledges that rights are not simply letters on paper: they must be
made real, made tangible to people’s bodies and lives.
In the end, as we recognize that obtaining accurate information about
sexual health is also a human right, the story moves full circle. We return to
the importance of securing unequivocal protections for sexual rights, and
for women’s and men’s bodily integrity and sexual autonomy. These are
not "new rights." They are interwoven in the framework of basic rights. The
security of the body and the capacity to use it as one needs and desires
are a prerequisite for enjoying a range of other rights–civil and political
rights to expression and association, as well as economic, social, and
cultural rights such as the rights to employment and health. Yet those
rights also are a condition for the fulfillment of sexual rights: desire is
meaningless without a free voice to express it, and bodily integrity requires
a legal system which defends human beings against torture and abuse.

Attacks on women’s sexuality try to divide women from one another. They
also try to divide the indissoluble texture of human rights itself–to assert
that rights are not universal, interrelated, and indivisible; that some rights
are left behind like lost luggage as one crosses certain national borders;
that some rights are "clean" and "respectable" and "important" while
others are dirty or despicable or unmentionable; that some rights are
essential, while others are a luxury.
Freedom is not a supermarket, where one can pick or reject parts and
packages of being "free." Freedom is seamless, an empowerment of the
entire self and the social world, not just of amputated fragments. To take
away any aspect of it maims the whole. To dice freedoms into disposable
fractions is to strike at the essence of rights protection. The right to free
enjoyment of sexuality is part of the lifelong work of sharing with, caring
for, protecting, and respecting human beings.
IV. Conclusion and Recommendations
B. Recommendations for the international community, states, and civil
society
All women must enjoy their basic rights freely, fairly, and fully. The burden
of discrimination and the threat of abuse which inhibit lesbian existence
must be lifted. Organizing around sexuality and sexual rights must become
a recognized and accepted component of civil society.
For this to be accomplished, states must act. More, however, is required.
The international community must also contribute to breaking the silence:
and there must be cooperative work on the part of civil society in every
country. Our recommendations therefore address all three of these
spheres.
The International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (IGLHRC)
and the Center for Women’s Global Leadership (CWGL) make the
following recommendations to intergovermental organizations, including
the United Nations:
*
The UN should monitor governmental implementation of all
provisions of the Beijing Platform for Action, including those relating to
women’s human rights and women's health, paying particular attention to
how states respect, protect, promote and fulfil the right of women "to
have control over and decide freely and responsibly on matters related to
their sexuality, including sexual and reproductive health, free of coercion,
discrimination, and violence."

*
Parallel to the processes established for the integration of gender
into the work of the United Nations' human rights mechanisms–and
consistent with international legal precedents including the Toonen v .
Australia decision--the UN should ensure the integration and
mainstreaming of issues of sexual orientation-related discrimination,
violence, and abuse into the work of those bodies. All United Nations
Special Rapporteurs should be asked to determine how their mandates
affect or are affected by issues of sexuality and sexual orientation,
including women’s sexuality. For example, in addressing the issues in this
report, the Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression should pay due
attention to barriers to the enjoyment of that right by women, and by
lesbian women in particular, as well as to incitements to hatred and
violence on the basis of sexual orientation. The Special Rapporteur on
Religious Intolerance should pay due attention to the promotion of
intolerance toward, or incitement of violence against, women based on
their sexuality or sexual conduct. The Special Rapporteur on Violence
against Women, and the Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary,
and Arbitrary Executions, should continue to investigate violence against
women and men based on their sexual orientation, or non-conformity to
cultural or social norms for sexual conduct.
*
In all its United Nations conferences--whether in the areas of human
rights, population and development, women, housing, the environment,
or other fields-- delegates should fully consider and integrate issues of
sexuality and sexual orientation. In particular, the World Conference on
Racism to be held in 2001 should address the intersection and
interrelationship of all forms of prejudice and discrimination.

*
The United Nations, throughout its deliberative bodies as well as
programmatic activities, should implement a definition of "gender" which
recognizes the term as describing the culturally constructed social and
sexual roles of men and women. This definition should acknowledge that
gender roles are not fixed by biological difference; nor should the
definition be understood as solely entailing the relations between men
and women.

*
The United Nations and other intergovernmental organizations
should strive toward full transparency of all their meetings and
proceedings. Meetings should so far as possible be open to the public,
and a permanent public record of deliberations should be produced.
NGOs should have full access to delegates and to all deliberations, and
should have adequate venues and opportunities to express their views.

NGOs operating at the local and national levels should enjoy such
opportunities equally with international organizations. Access to the
meetings of UN and other bodies, as well as consultative status with those
bodies, should be granted without any form of discrimination based on
the gender or sexual orientation of an organization’s membership or
representatives, and should be open to any organization whose purposes
are consistent with those of the United Nations.
*
The Secretary-General of the United Nations should review the Holy
See’s current status as a Non-Member State Permanent Observer. No
church should be privileged above all other religions as a state
participant. The Holy See should participate fully and fairly in UN
deliberations as a non-governmental organzation, along with other
religious bodies.
IGLHRC and CWGL make the following recommendations to states and
their governments:
*
States which have not done so should ratify all international and
regional human rights treaties, including the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social,
and Cultural Rights, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (including its Optional Protocol), and the
Convention on the Rights of the Child. States should withdraw any
restrictive reservations, declarations or understandings they have
attached to these conventions. All states should fully harmonize their
legislation, policy, and practice with the provisions of those treaties.
*
States should enact legislation and policy implementing all
provisions of the Beijing Platform for Action, including those provisions
regarding women’s human rights and health; they should do so as well
with attention paid to respecting, protecting, and promoting women’s
sexual and reproductive freedom.
*
States which have not done so should eliminate laws criminalizing
consensual sexual acts between adults, including so-called "sodomy laws"
as well as laws against adultery or pre- or extramarital sexual relations, and
any other laws (including those punishing acts which "offend good morals"
or "cause public scandal") which can be used to penalize the expression
of lesbian or gay identity, or the exercise of other basic rights by lesbian,
gay, bisexual, or transgender people.

*
States should enact anti-discrimination legislation offering
comprehensive protections against unequal treatment based on sexual
orientation and gender identity. These protections should involve all areas
of life, including but not restricted to housing, employment, and the
family; they should protect against unequal treatment by non-state actors
as well as by the state; they should include penalties for discrimination as
well as provisions for redress.

*
States should review and reform all laws that regulate marriage, to
ensure that they prevent early marriage; allow for and protect mutual
consent; protect gender equality in all aspects of the married relationship;
recognize same-sex relationships on an equal footing with heterosexual
relationships; and allow equal access to marriage and its benefits and
burdens for all persons without discrimination. States should also review
and reform all laws in all spheres to eliminate all forms of discrimination
against persons on the basis of their marital status, whether single or
married.

*
States should name and identify as such all violations which are
based on sexual orientation, or motivated by gender-based hatred. They
should create mechanisms for statistically recording acts of violence, as
well as recognizing the specific forms of hatred which give rise to them.

*
States should ensure that full support is available–including all
necessary legal and social services–to women who are vulnerable to, or
victims of, discrimination or violence due to their gender or sexual
orientation.

*
States should take all necessary measures to prohibit and prevent
violations of the rights of women, including lesbians. Laws should expressly
and clearly punish all forms of violence against women, including
domestic violence and all forms of rape and sexual assault; these laws
should be enforced by a criminal justice system which itself reflects
gender balance in its makeup, and which is equipped with expertise in
understanding all issues relating to gender and sexual orientation.

*
States should identify and speedily remove or remedy any
impediments, including economic, cultural, or social barriers, which

prevent women, including lesbian women, from accessing social services,
state benefits, or the criminal justice system equally or fairly.

*
States should also attend to their responsibilities to promote human
rights, by creating cultures of respect for diversity and equality. States
should ensure that educational systems at every level, as well as state
media and all other systems for the dissemination of knowledge, promote
understanding of human rights. Issues of gender and sexual orientation
should be integral to this education, and framed so as to clearly
condemn intolerance while promoting equality and respect for the rights
of all peoples.

*
As an integral part of human rights education, states should
educate all persons in sexual rights so that they can decide and act in
relation to their sexual conduct and expression, take responsibility for their
sexual behaviour and its consequences, enjoy sexual health, and employ
their reproductive freedoms to ensure a safe and satisfying sexual life.

*
States should identify and remove all unreasonable legal,
regulatory, or social barriers--whether based on gender, marital or
economic or health status, age, sexual orientation, or any other status--to
obtaining information on sexual rights, or services relating to sexual rights
and health.

*
States should ensure that governmental involvement in all
international bodies and conferences is open to both the advice,
participation, and scrutiny of civil society. Among other steps, NGOs
should have opportunities to join in delegations to international meetings;
a permanent record of the government’s participation, positions, and
interventions should be documented and publicly available.

*
States should ensure that all religious bodies represented in the
national community have equal roles and voices in policymaking, and
that these are no greater or more influential than the roles and voices
allotted to secular organizations from civil society.

*
State restrictions on the registration and legal recognition of NGOs
should be the minimum necessary to establish financial and legal

accountability, and procedures for such recognition should be both
speedy and fair. States should not discriminate in any way based on the
gender or sexual orientation of the organization’s members, or on the
groups, identities, or status toward which its purpose may be directed.

*
Where states support organizations in civil society through funding,
technical assistance, or any other means, they should do so fairly and
equitably, establishing a procedure for allotting such support which
insulates decision-making from political pressures, and not discriminating
between organizations or persons on the basis of gender or sexual
orientation.

*
States should hold fully accountable any state employees or
agents, as well as non-state actors, who harass, persecute, pursue, or
violate the rights of persons because of their gender or sexual orientation.
Personnel of every state agency, from the criminal justice system to
providers of social services, should be trained and sensitized in issues of
gender and sexual orientation.

*
In all state institutions of extraordinary control, including the military
as well as the penal system and psychiatric institutions, grievance and
investigatory procedures should be established which protect the rights of
all persons to justice and redress, as well as their confidentiality and safety.
Prohibitions on discrimination based on gender or sexual orientaion should
be instituted. Sexual abuse should be expressly prohibited and punished.
Privacy protections and protections against verbal degradation should be
safeguarded, and personnel in such institutions should receive particular
training in addressing issues of gender and sexual orientation.
IGLHRC and CWGL call upon non-governmental organizations around the
world, as well as all other actors in civil society, to affirm their solidarity in a
community of mutual respect.
*
NGOs and other agents in civil society should respect one another’s
rights to exist. All groups must enjoy their basic freedoms of expression, of
association, and of assembly. No NGO or group should attempt to
challenge or restrict another’s enjoyment of those freedoms.

*
NGOs and other agents in civil society, whatever their ideologies or
political affiliations, should defend one another’s basic rights. When one

group is silenced, the voices of all are threatened. When one group is
deprived of space and safety, all are rendered vulnerable. When one
group is denied the freedom to organize, the freedoms of all are in
danger. NGOs must affirm and act upon the indivisibility of essential rights
and freedoms. When human rights are at stake, they must not allow their
own ranks to be divided. They must work in coalition wherever possible, to
give strength to the vulnerable and restore voices to the voiceless.
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